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HON. D. L. KIEHLE,
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRU CT ION.

J.S99-:1.SSO.

HoN. W. S. PATTEE, President, - - - Northfield.
HoN. D. L. KIEHLE, Ex-offecio Secretary, - - St. Paul.
C. A. MOREY, Resident Director, - - - - Winona.
GEO. H. CLARK, Resident Director, - - - M'ankato.
W. B. MITCHELL, Resident Director, - St. Cloud.
Moorhead.
THOS. C. KURTZ, Resident Dire.ctor,
Red Wing.
H.B. WILSON, - Long Prairie.
W. E. LEE, - -·• - - · - W ctbasha.
A.J. GREER,
An11ual Meeti11g ef t/1e Board 011 the .first Tuesday in 7u11e,
at the office ef the Secretary i11 St. Paul.

fCAGlJLTDY OF1 lNSJT!~lJGTDION.
THOMAS

J.

GRAY, President,

Mental Science, School E conomy and Science of Education .

C. W. G. HYDE, Institute Conductor,
School Economy , History, Penmanship and Accounts.

ISABEL LA WREN CE,
Methods a nd Supel'intendent of the Training School.

ADA A. WARNER,
Botany , Geometr_v and Geogl'nphy.

WAITE A. SHOEMAKER,
Arithmetic, Algebl'a and Astronomy.

C. E. PURDY,
Naturnl 8cience.

MARY E. LAING,
Rhetoric, Engli~h Literature, Reading an<l Elocution.

ADAM. KIEHLE,
Latin.

MARY E. BLANCHARD,
i\1111:1ic and Grammar.

ANNETTE

J.

WARNER,

Drawing·.

ISABELLA PRETLOW,
Applied Methods and C1·iticism.

KITTIE W. ALLEN,
Librarian.

Literature.

OLIVE LEA VITT,
Arithmetic and Critic iAm.

Miss SAR.AH A. THAYER,
Matron or the LadieA' IJome.

@ALENDA~ P.O~ 188©-©0.'

FIRST TERM -~18 WEEKS.

Entrance Examinations,

-

August 22, 1889.

Work of the Term begins, -

-

August 26.

End of First Quarter,

-

October 24.

First Term ends, -

-

-

-

December 20,

SECOND TERM -- 2O WEEKS.

Entrance Exammations,

J anuary 9, 1890.

Work of the Term begins,

-

-

-

January

-

-

March 19.

End of Third Quarter, -

-

-

Second Term ends, -

-

-

-

IO.

May 28.

HOLIDAY VACATION.

Begins at noon,
*Closes at 8 :30

-

-

A. M.,

-

-

-

-

-

December 20, 1889.

-

-

-

J an uary 9, 1890.

COMMENCEMENT.

* Enrolled stndents anfl thoRe ha Ying- n o examinat inn R to pasi::. v\'lll begin work
January 10. nt 8:30 r·cto ck A, i\f.

flll
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NORMAL .DEPARTMENT.
POST GRADUATES,

St. Cloud,
Osakis,
Lanesboro,

Brower, Josephine V.
Curtis, Allen W.
Thompson, Nella A.

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

-3
SENIOR CLASS,

Bach, Christian
Douglas, H elen L.
Felch, Caroline E.
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth F.
McConnell, Jennie A.
Mattson, Rebecca T .
Nickerson, Mary E.
Paddock, N. Ellen
Pattison, William T.
Reiter, Henry W.
Rich, Caroline E.
Taylor, Georgiana
Walker, Annie Bruce
Watson, John H.
Weyrens, John H.

St. Cloud,
Moorhead,
Elk River,
Litchfield,
St. Cloud,
Breckenridge,
Elk River,
M aine Prairie,
St. Cloud,
Rockville,
Monticello,
Duluth,
Brainerd,
Brooklyn Centre,
Eden Lake,

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

- IS
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

JUNIOR CLASS,

Brigham, Bertha C.
Burdick, Harriet M.
Dunton, Harriet E.
Dunton, Arthur M.
Jenks, James E.
Lahr, Joseph P.
Prater, Elijah W.
Robinson, Hattie L.
Taggart, Margaret I.
Teffre, Olia M.
Wharton, Alice R.

Townshend,
Paynesville,
Clearwater,
Clearwater,
Clearwater,
St. Cloud,
Bloomington,
Larimore,
Ca~pbell,
Esofea,
St. Cloud,

Vt.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Ky.
Dakota.
Minn.
Wis.
Minn.
-

II

A CLASS,

Adams, Eleanor E.
Adley, Lafayette R.
Atwood, Erwin W.
Bowing, Harry C.
Boorn, Etta W.
Carey, Eleanor W.
Collar, Mary V.
Corbin, Floy
Crockett, Clara S.
Gates, Alfred H.
Hines, Jessica M.
Hunt, Jessie B.
Johnson, Addie E.
Morgan, -Alpha N.
Morgan, Jessie E.
Miller, Margaret R.
Norton, Elizabeth E.
Pierce, Harriet L.

Crow River,
Maine,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Falcon,
St. Cloud,
Little Falls,
Elk River,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Johnstown,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Minneapolis,
Stillwater,
St. Paul,

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Mich.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Dak.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.

Plainey, Annie B.
Shaw, Judson
Snow, Lura A.
Tait, Elizabeth M.
Talbot, Anna J.
Whitney, Sarah J.

St. Paul,
St. Cloud,
Otsego,
Sauk Centre,
Berlin,
Anoka,

~

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Wis.
Minn.

- 24
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B

Andrews, Alonzo
Aurland, Syverine
Biggerstaff, J. Herbert
Dold, William
Dorman, Michael M.
Boulter, Nellie E.
Driggs, Theodora T.
Drown, Linda E.
Burdick, Clyde H.
Carrick, Georgia H.
Cartledge, Andrew B.
Craig, Christina A.
Cramb, Leland
Crampton, Lillian A.
Fergurson, Mary S .
Fisk, L. Estella
Fritz, Andrew E.
Gallagher, Isabelle
Gans, Michael
Gilman, Lucile E.
Greeley, Liston Q.
Hall, Hermione
Hunt, Thaddeus S.
Johnson, Victor L.

7

CLASS,

Boston,
Fergus Falls,
St. Cloud,
Cold Spring,
Rockville,
St. Cloud,
Kingston,
Fergus Falls,
Paynesville,
Milbank,
Burbank,
Wilbur,
St. Cloud,
Mantorville,
Minneapolis,
Maine Prairie,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Bangor,
St. Cloud,
St, Cloud,
Lindstrom,

Mass.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn .
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Ontario.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

8

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

Jones, Jennie D.
Kenyon, Lillian M .
Larson, Pete r M.
Mann, Leonard L.
Manz, Ida M.
Martin, Samuel W.
Mathews, Abbie A.
Mitchell, Laura B.
Moslue, Elias A.
Nelson, J oho F.
Nessel, Margaret
Noel, Emma E.
Noth, Frederica
O'Brien, Mary
Overton, Lucy J.
Paulson, Hannah
Peterson, Ida M .
Pickit, Arlina
Polley, Helen J.
Powell, Joseph
Robertson, Euretta 0 .
Ronning, Henry T.
Sartell, Fred N.
Spaulding, Daniel W.
Stanton, Emma L.
Stevenson, Anna Belle
Vallely, Mary E.
Walkley, Martha F.
Williams, Mary J.
Wolcott, Frank H.
Zimmer, Jacob

St. Cloud,
Maple Grove,
Urness,
St. Charles,
Paynesville,
St. Cloud,
Breckenridge,
St. Cloud,
Norway Lake,
Lindstrom,
Rush City,
St. Cloud,
Maple Grove,
Willmar,
Ogdensburg,
Hillsboro,
Grove_ City,
Fergus Falls,
Aitkin,
Hutchinson,
St. Cloud,
Starbuck,
LeSauk,
Maine Prairie,
Sauk Rapids,
Claremont,·
Fair Point,
Maine Prairie,
Cable,
Camden,
St. Joseph,

Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
N.Y.
Dak.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn
Minn.
Minn.
N . Y.
Minn.

-ss
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C CLASS,

Adkin, Albert R.
Bailey, Minnie B.
Ball, Forest
Barbour, Helen B.
Barbour, Nellie M.
Becker, Otto E.
Benhardus, Beuhop F.
Bennett, Kittie
Benton, Susan G.
Bishop, George
Boulter, Sarah
Bowen, Leslie W.
Brown, Isaac N.
Campion, Elsie I.
Campion, Manton A.
Carroll, Frances M.
Carter, Cora E.
Connelly, Annie
Cooley, Harry
Dalager, Jennie G.
· Davis, Anna
Davies, M. Helen
Dayton, Nellie E.
Diffenbacher, Mary S.
Denny, Anna E.
Dodge, Stella J.
Enderle, Crescenz
Engebretson, Annie M.
Fehr, Margaret M.
Gale, Charles R.
Geer, Henrietta

Kingston,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Stanchfield,
_Stanchfield,
Grace ville,
St. Olof,
Alexandria,
Hawick,
North Adams,
St. Cloud,
Forman,
Hawley Falls,
Angus,
Angus,
Alexandria,
St. Cloud,
Giendorado,
Brainerd,
Glenwood
.
'
St. Cloud,
Angus,
St. Cloud,
Rush City,
St. Paul,
Inkster,
St. Cloud,
Starbuck,
St. Cloud,
Mmneapolis,
New London,

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Mum.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Mass.
Minn.
Dak.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn .
.Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Dakota.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn ,

IO

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

Geiger, Pollie
Geiger, Henry
Getchell, Ernest A.
Gorman, Jennie
Grove, Julius
Hagen, Olaf J.
Halgren, Harriet 0.
Hall, Chariotte A.
Hangen, Serena
Hendrickson, Matil-da
Hill, Carrie A.
Howard, Lydia M.
Howes, Louise M.
Iverson, Lewis
J errard, Margaret M.
Johnson, Nettie
Johnson, Mary B.
Johnsrud, Iver T.
Kidder, Jason
La Paul, Etta M.
Lien, Olaf
Lyders, Louise ·
McCanna, Charlotte E.
McConnell, Grace M.
McLennan, Agnes
McMillin, Howard S.
Manuel, Clara A.
Manuel, Katie J.
Mason, Martha E.
Matthews, Annie I.
Mitchell, Carrie T.

St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
McCanna,
Starbuck,
Colfax,
Cormorant,
Erie,
Aitkin,
St. Cloud,
Alexandria,
Sauk Centre,
Angus,
West Lake,
St. Cloud,
Johnstown,
Little Sauk,
Sacred Heart,
Fergus Falls,
Minneapolis,
Elizabeth,
Sacred Heart,
McCanna,
St. Cloud,
Crookston,
Motley,
Bellingham,
Bellingham,
Kimball,
Stillwater,
St. Cloud,

Minn.·
Minn.
Minn.
Dakota.
Minn.
Dakota.
Minn.
Mich.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Dakota.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Dakota.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Mimi.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

-

ST. CLOUD, l\IINNESOTA.

Monroe, Mary Z.
Murphy, Emma
Nelson, Nels P.
Nielson, Peter
Pew, Louida lVI.
Patterson, Sarah
Rathjens, Mary
Riley, Sarah
Robertson, Winnifred C.
Robinson, Anna
Ronning, Louisa M.
Scherfenberg, Albert F.
Sheldon, Edith
Shotwell, Theodora A.
Smart, Franklin J.
Smart, Mary A.
Smith, J eanette C.
Smith, Cyrus J.
Starkey; Frank I-I.
Stauffer, Samuel I-T.
Stevens, Zell L.
Sutton, Eli
Thomas, Hattie J.
Vmge, Syver
Walier, Daisy E.
Wendlandt, Herman G.
West, Harry J.
Wiley, Leslie K.
Wilkes, . Ada E.
Willson, Bertha B.
Wood worth, Geo. L.
Yourex, Mary

Belle Prairie,
Holdings Ford,
East Granit e Falls,
Tordenskjold,
Maine Prairie,
Clea r Lak e,
C a mbridge,
W estport,
St. Cbud,
Tower,
Starbuck,
St. Cloud,
Paynesville,
Alexandria,
Brock,.,vay,
Brockway,
Clearwater,
Sauk Rapids,
St. Cloud,
Burbank,
Haven,
Hartford,
Crookston,
St. Olat~
St. Cloud,
Payn esville,
St. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
North Branch,
Buffalo,
Clearwater,
Ri chmond ~

II

Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn. ·
Minn.
Minn.
l\finn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn .
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

- 94
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MODEL DEPARTMENT.
SENIOR CLASS,

· Abbot, Lizzie
Carter, Mattie
Crosby, Zylpha
Enderle, Kate
Engebretsen, Sophia
Gallagher, Frank
Gandall, Lura
Gray, Jessie
Gray, Mabel ·
Hamilton, Madge
Howind, Etta
Hunt, Mark
Hyde, Leon
Kitowski, Thomas
Kraemer, Mary
Lang, John
Ley, John
Lennon, Ella
Lisle, Carrie
Marvin, Cora
Mayberry, James
Mayhew, Warner

Meisner, William
N ea!, Clarence
Northup, Lemuel
Noyes, Grace
Pung, Arnold
Schaefer, Emma
Schmitt, Julius
Seberger, Theresa
Setzer, Hattie
Siver, Hattie
Smith, Cora
Thielmann, Rudolph
Tilton, William
To~1linson, Mabel
Tschumperlin, Alois
Waldorf, Lizzie
Wegner, Anna
Wells, Maud
W eyrens, Peter
White, Edward
Whiting, Grace

GRAMMAR GRADE,

Ahles, Paul
Arnold, Edith
Brown Winnifred
Bruckart, Leigh

Carleton, James
Christen, Matilda
Dayton, Faith
Dietrich, Mildred

ST. CLOUD, .MINNESOTA.

Douras, Emma
Drake, Alfred
Drinkwater, Edward
Enderle;_Emil
Enderle, Henry
Frazier, Nellie
Freeman, Warren
Fuller, Louise
Gale, Edward
Gans, Edward
Gilfillan, Joseph
Goetten, John
Gray, Elsie
Gray, Blanche
Green, Effie
Griebler, John
Grov_e, Edward
Hyde, Wilfred
Jones, Etta
Kloepper, Joseph
Koll, Mathias
Kraemer, John
Krier, Nicholas
Lembeck, Henry
Lommel, Joseph
Loudon, Clinton
Lyle, Harry
McClure, Mary
McConn ell, Hermann

Mitchell, Leslie
Molitor, Martin
Naegli, Frank
Nehring, John
Nied, Anna
Northup, Jessie
Osborne, Sarah
Otto, William
Perkins, Gertrude
Perkins, Mabel
Pontius, John
Roeser, Nicholas
Shavv, Kitty
Shoemaker, Ernest
Strobel,'John
Smart, Ina
Smith, Frank
Smith, Leola
Smith, Lura
Waller, John
v--,regner, Belle
Wegner, Charl~s
Wegner, Fred
W eber, Anna
·w eber, Peter
Wells, Bessie
vVesterman, Mata
Wiley, Harry
Zoll, Mary

IJ

(

- 66

~TATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

PRIMARY GRADE,

Adley, Bessie
Buckman, August
Gilfillan, Edward
Gilfillan, Elsie
Gray, Freeman
Halfmann, Kate
Hyde, Lawrence
Hubbard, Russell
Mitchell, Henry
Mitch ell, Jane
Nichols, Roy

Palmer, Kate
Smith, Charlotte
Tomlinson, Bessie
Tomlinson, LeRoy
Quamme, Ann.ie
Robertson, Ada
Robertson, Elva
Robertson, Reuben
W astrom, John
Wiley, Ernest
Wiley, Lulu
-

22

~EGAPITJ.lULATJ.lION.

NORMAL DEP.ARTMENT,

Advanced Course:

Post Graduates,
Senior Class, Junior Class, -

3
15
I I - 29

Elementary Course:

A Class,
B Class,
C Class,
Total in Normal Department, -

202

MODEL DEPARTMENT,

Senior Class, -

43

Grammar Grade,

66

Primary Grade,

22-131

Total Enrollment,

333

G~ADUATIIING @LASS, ffiAY 28, 188©.

ADVAijCED COURSE,

Hach, Christian ,
Douglas, Helen L .
Felch, Caroline E.
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth F.
McConnell, J e11nie A.
Mattso!l, Rebecca T .
Nickerson, Mary E .
Paddock, N . Ellen
Pattison, William T.
Reiter, Henry vV . .
Rich, Caroline E.
Walker, Annie Bruce
Watson, John H.
Weyrens, John H.

St. Cloud,
Moorhead,
Elk River,
Litchfield,
St. Cloud,
Breckenridge,
Elk River
''
Maine Prairie,
St. Cloud,
Rockville,
Monticello,
Brainerd,
Brooklyn Centre,
Ed en Lake,

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn;
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.

ELEMENTARY COURSE,

Adams, Elean0r E.
Adley, Lafayette R.
Atwood, Erwin W .
Carey, Eleanor W .
Corbin, Floy

Crow River,
wI"a-ln e,
St. Cloud,
Falcon,
Little Fa11s,

Minn.
Minn.
l\Iinn.
Mich.
Minn.

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.

Hines, Jessica M.
Hunt, Jessie _B.
Johnson, Addie E.
Morgan, Alpha N.
Norton, Elizabeth E.
Shaw, Judson
Tait, Elizabeth M.
Talbot, Anna J.
Whitney, Sarah J.

S t. Cloud,
St. Cloud,
Johnstown,
St. Cloud,
Still water,
St. Cloud,
Sauk Centre,
Berlin,
Anoka,

17
Minn.
Minn.
Dak.
Minn·
Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Wis.
Minn .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION,

This school has been established for the training of teachers in all that pertains to the organization, instruction and
government of schools.
instruct10n are:

To this end the departments of

I. ACAD.EMIC.

The necessity for this department is made apparent by a
consideration of the following facts:
Teachers, consciously or unconsciously, imitate their instructors in their mPthods of work.
More especially is
this hue if they hive been educated in those sc hools \vhere
no particular attention i,- paid to methods of imparting
knowledge. · Such pupils go forth with no awakened
thought upon the importance of correct methods, and with
all their attention fixed \lpon the matt er to be taught; they
consequently r epeat what they haYe seen, both as to the art
of instruction and the management of th e schooL Now her e
is the maxim laid down by Knight more true than here.
He says, "Imitators copy their originals in the im·erse ratio
of their merits, adding as much to their faults as they detract from their Yirtues."

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA . .
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The academic work is done with a thoroughness possible
only to those schools having strong faculties and ample
equipments. A view of the elementary subjects is given
which makes them as fresh to the student as new branches.
They are taught not as to children, but to men and women.
In science the most advanced methods are pursued with
all of the advantages of a fine laboratory and excellent apparatus. In mathematics and in English the practical value of
the work is kept constantly in view. When there is added
to the more strictly academic studies the liberal traimng in
mental philosophy and other pedagogical subjects included
in the courses of study the student has a substantial preparation for any vocation. So that the young man or woman,
who may not desire to make teaching a life work will find
himself possessed of a thorough education when he has finished the two years of teaching required by the state for
the free tuition offered at the Normal School- a thoroughness of discipline and command of all his powers that will
enable him to compete successfully in any business for the
prizes of life.
The schools from which the Normal School is . supplied
with students cannot send forth those who are thoroughly
prepared in the subject-matter of the various branches as
long as it remains even approximately true that not . more
than one in fi,·e of the teachers in these schools has any
special training for his work. While it is theoretically desirable to confine the work ·of Normal Schools to strictly
professional subjects, the idea is not yet realizable in fact.
This is the experience of all Normal Schools and has been
so for fifty years.

22

ST A TE NORMAL SCHOOL,

The child asks concerning the world about him, "What
is it?"
The primary and intermediate schools answer by
bringing him in contact with things.
The youth adds a
thought and inquires, "How is it?" The high school replies by bringing things into their relations, thus introducing
the scientific aspect of the world. The man asks, "Why
is it?" The college makes answer by carrying the inquirer
out to the philosophic ground of the objects of thought.
The N onnal School is neither one nor all of these. But a_s
it must fit adult minds to teach the various grades, from the
child to the man, it must deal with these several aspects of
knowledge. Thus does it require of and impar~ to its pupils a breadth of culture in a department of thought quite
as important as that covered by the college, or any technical
or professional school.
This makes;it necessary to give special attention to the
various branches of the common school course.
They
need to be known not only as to fact, but alike in their scientific and philosophic phases.
2. PROFESSIONAL.

The artisan must study the quality and capacity of his
material. He who trains mind must acquaint himself with
its peculiarities, its laws, and conditions of development.
Hence the pupil is given a thorough course in Mental Science, upon which is based a full course in ~ethods of
Teaching. The trend of this work may be seen in the
Courses of Study. For the teacher, not only must the various mental and moral powers become known as objects of
thought, but he must be made acquainted with the method
of training them, of calling them into proper exercise at his

ST. CLOUD, MINNESGTA.
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will. As the musician plays upon his instrument, so does
the teacher need to control the intellectual, emotional and
volitional powers of his pupil.
Methods of Teaching are
not, as has been conjectured, a tf-'aining to formal and mechanical plans of hearing lessons, but an application ot
known laws of mind to instruction in the various branches.
They are quite as much ,a part of the scholarship of the
teacher as Physiology is a part of the learning ot the physician. Th.e subjects of School Organization and Government; the Science of Education, in which the philosophic
basis of educational theories and systems is carefully sought
out; the I-fo;tory of Education, involving, besides a general
review of the subject, a careful study of the work of such
men as Sturm, Loyola, Comenius, Rousseau, Locke, Pestalozzi, Froebe!, Bacon and others, are included in thi5
dej)artment.
3. PRACTICAL.

But the training of teachers would be very incomplete if
it should stop with the t \,\'O departments before mentioned.
Just as a medical college must have its hospital and daily
clinic, so must a training school for teachers supply the opportunity for putting their professional know ledge to the
test. This is offered in the Training or Model School in
conjunction with the Normal School. Here the pupil is set
at the actual work of teaching, and is required to exemplify
the most approved methods in all of his work. He is not
allowed to imitate blindly what he may have seen, nor is he
allowed to follow out without thought the methods he may
have been taught; his work is neither experiment nor is it
observation, hut bona .fide teaching, just as in the hospital

ST A TE NORMAL SCHOOL,

the practitioner, gives actual medical or surgical treatment
to his patient. To this end each pupil of the third and
fourth years of the course of study is set at work in the
Training School where he teaches for mouths. He is encouraged to be original and self-controlled in all of his work,
being held responsible for results. His work is daily observed by train~d specialists, who direct his attention to his
faults in government and instruction, and who help him in
preparing his work. This plan insures the most rapid improvement in tne pupil-teacher, and likewise rapid progress
in the pupils whom he instructs.
The work of teaching does not mean "observation of the
teaching of others," but is in addition to this. No medical
college would expect to make skilled surgeons m a fortnight or even a month by having a student dissect a hand
or foot only, spending one lecture period daily, and at the
same time require the student to attend lectures on history,
mathematics, language and architecture. Practice -teaching
to be most efficient must be untrammeled by student work
in other subjects, and must be continued long enough to
reveal and correct faults and to establish right habits of instruction and discipline.

COURSES OF STUDY,

There are two Course of Study, the Elementary and the
Advanced. The Elementary Course comprises three years,
the Advanced Course four years. Both courses recognize
the necessity of a broad culture in the teacher, and accordingly extend the work over as large a field in science, liter-

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.
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atu re and art as time and thoroughness of work will allow.
It is the settled policy of the school to raise its standard of
admission from year to year, until the time shall come in
which all students can devote themselves wholly to professional work. The schools of the state do not demand that
teachers shall be trained in any shorter time than at present,
but they need those who shall begin their training with a
more thorough academic foundation.
The Elementary
Course amply qualifies teachers for primary and grammar
grades; the Advanced Course for the duties of the higher
grades.
While it is presumed that a student coming to us with a
diploma or certificate from another school is master of the
subjects covered by it, he is held responsible for such mental ability to master new subjects as his previous course of
study would indicate to be reasonable. He is also expected
to seize, with a true scholar's love of knowledge, upon every opportunity for review which he m'a y find, with the
full understanding that his record here is to be the standard
of our estimate of his fitness to teach. His credentials admit him, but they must be verified by his ability to clo the
work of the course.
The following Courses of Study for the State Normal
Schools of Minnesota, were adopted by the State Normal
Board at its meeting held May r rth, 1888:
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COU RSES OF ST UDY-- NORMAL DEPARTMENT,
ELEMENTARY COURSE.

ADVANCED COURSE.

FIRST YEAR.

JUNIOR YEAR.

Dra·w ing·.
Languag·e-in clu Uing· Syntax , Co mpo -

s-it io n a nd \ Vo rel Analysis.

!

Arithmetic.

Elemental Princip l ei-; of ·G. r u m1.11a r .

a n d Metl1 ods i11

A ri t hme tic a nd Algebra.

Geogr a ph y.
Rca di11g.

Ch e rn ist r y 0 1· Latin.
·P hysics.
Geogr ap h y - to inclu cle Physical, Math- P sych o log·y a n d Prac tice o r Latin.
em atical ai1d Political.
:\fo r a ! P hil oso phy.
Botany.
Geometry .

Physiology.

l-'e111nanF.- hi p.

SECOND YEAR.

Psychol ogy and :M ethods.
Botany or A lgeb ra.
Eng·lish Histor y or L ati n .
Uni ted States H isto r y .
Englis h Liter1tture o r Latin .
Book-keeping.
Ci vil Government.

THIRD YEAR.

!

Arithm etic.

Elem en tal P rincipl es o f

• and Meth ods in

Grammar.

Geogrnphy.

Head ing·.

Physics.
Ch emh;try.

Psych o logy a nd Practice.
Mora.I Philosophy ,.
Geometry.

SENIOR YEAR.

L atin .
Geology .
H :h;tu r y urn] Scic ntc• uf Educatiun .

P ractice.
Engli sh Hi sto r y a nt1 Liter a tu r e.

Astronomy.
Gen eral H:istory.
Dra,ving .

PROFESSIONAL COURSE.
Methods.
Psych o logy.
l li sto ry a nd Science of Educut iul1.
School Economy.
Practice.
Arithm etic.
Blem e.ntal Principles of G rammar .
and M eth o d s in
Geogra ph y .
Rea ding.
Drawiug.

!

Exercisci; iu Vocul 1\fusic, E locution, Es1.my \Vri ting· a 11 tl Svelli11g· will Uc maintained t h roughout t h e Co urses of Study above d escribed.

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.

NOTES ON THE COURSES OF STUDY,

At the beg in nin g of th e second yea r a st udent who elects
Latin, in stead of Engli sh H isto ry and English Literature is
enroll ed in th e Advanced Course and passes through th e
Junior and Senior classes to graduation. If he does not tak e
Latin he passes throug h the seco nd yea r into the third of
the Elementary Course.
FIRST YEAR .

Drawing, Language, A rithmeti c and A lgebra and Geography continue during the entire yea r. Penmanship, Botany and Physiology fo r a shorte r period, Physiology th e
firs t and third quarte1;s, P enm anship th e second quarter and
Botany the fourth.
SECOND YEAR.

In the Adva nced Co urse Psychology and Methods and
L atin co ntinue throug hout the y ea r.
Botany in the fi rst
quarter (this wo rk is in structural Botany with microscop es) ,
United States History the seco nd and third quarters, and
Book-keeping the third.
In the Elementary Course th e work is th e sa me, except
that the subj ects of English History ancl English Literature
a re taken in place of Latin.
THIRD YEAR.

In the Advanced Course L ati n continues through th e
year. Physics, Geometry, Psychology and Moral Philosophy fo r th e first and secon d quarters, and th e consid eration
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of the Elementary Branches for the third and fourth quarters. This latter feature has proven to be a great step in
,1dvance in our '"-'Ork.
It provides both in the Advanced
and Elementary Courses the opportunity for needed re\'iew
before beginning practice, a review especially valuable to
the graduates of high schools. It also enables us to present
the Elementary Branches from the vantage ground of an
intelligent appreciation of the laws of thought.

In the Elementary Course the work consists of 011c quarter review in the elementary subjects, with Chemistry
instead of Latin, the other subjects remaining much the
same as in the Advanced Course for this year. The quarter gained in the Review is devoted exclusively to Practiceteaching.
No'l'E-'l'he attent ion o f t he stude nt ,vho examines t his Catalogue with a
v ie w of ttttending u No nn a.I School h; especially directed to t he lai:;t point. Hy
co mm o n co nl:ient of t he leading educational 111en o f t he coun try, t he Practicc"\vork is regarded as incompara bly the m ost Yaluable part o f u co urse of training, t he central point a n d gTt•at eHscntial of all professional t rainin g,

FOURTH YEAR.

This year is the last of the Advanced Course. Latin
and English History continue throughout the year. With
the exception of two recitation periods the first term is de·voted to practice. The other term is divided up among the
various subjects of the course.
THE PROFESSIONAL COURSE.

This Course is of special interest to graduates of high
schools and colleges. It consists of the strictly pedagogical
branches, with practice teaching and a review of the Ele-

::;T. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.

mentary Subjects from the teaching point
work covers the following ground:
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view.

The

1. A Course in Psychology.

2. A Course in Methods.
3. A Course in History of Education.
4. A Course in School Economy.
5. A Course in Science of Education.
6. A Course in Practice Teaching.
7. A review in each of the subjects, Arithmetic, Geography, Grammar and Reading.
8. A Course of Lectures on the Kindergarten, its methods and place
in a system of education.

This Course is open to any person having the necessary
preparation· for it.
It may be completed in one year by
those who have taken the full course of study in the first
grade state high school, or its equivalent.
The diploma from the Advanced or Elementary Course
will be granted according to the degree. of entrance preparation.
SPECIAL ATTENTION is called to the Courses of Study
for the following reasons:

r. It is a distinct recognition of the fact that the work of
Normal Schools should be professional rather than acc1demic.
An examination of the Courses in their arrangement
and extent ·will show that a large amount of professional work
is provided. Notice that Mental Science, which all recognize as the only scientific basis of the art o( teaching, 1s
placed in the second year, before methods of teaching the
various branches are begun. This gives a broad foundation of principles which become governing laws in the acquisition of the art.
;;;/
2.
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In addition, the subject of the History of Education is
given a prominent place. The class use Compayre's ~ext
complete, with much collateral matter drawn from olher
sources. The principles and practices of the world's great
teachers are carefully songht out and their formative power
in the art and science of education is made known.
The Science of Education is taught mainly by lectures.
Dai n's "Education as a Science," Payne's "Contributions
to the Science of Education," and Rosmini's "Method in
Education" are used as texts.

In the third year time is given to an advanced course 111
Mental Science. In this course more especial attention is
paid to the Intuitions in their relation to Sense-phenomena,
with a view of showing the true limitations of the objective
or perceptive element in knowledge. In both courses the
class use Dr. Schuyler's "Empirical and. Rational Psychology" as a foundation, with much additional matter. Constant reference is had to three things:
First, that since
every man's practices and beliefs grow necessarily out of his
philosophy or lack of philosophy of a nature of things, the
student must be given a firm footing beyond the reach of
skepticism; second, that he shall learn every truth with a
view of determining the mental states involved in its acquisition in order that he may secure these in his pupils; and
third, a branc!t ef study is know n _from the teac!ting point ef
view only as its _facts are recogm'zablc as data i'u the Sdence
ef 1}hnd. An operation in addition is as truly a fact in
psychology .as in arithmetic. The proper teaching of the
science of ped;igogy reveab this to the teacher. The teac!ter
must know not mental science and arithmetic but mental
science iu arithmetic.

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.
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A course of lectures on the organization, government and
instruction of the school, under the general name of School
Economy, gives the student the controlling principles of successful school management.
A full h<!lf year is given to the subject of detailed Methods of Instruction in the branches which involve the elements of knowledge. These are not cut and dried formulas of "our ways of doing things," but a careful application
of the laws of mind to the arrangement and grading of
work, to the art of questioning, to the acquisitive and elaborative processes, and to the recitative· or reproductive states
of knowledge.
In addition to this course in Methods, a careful review
during the third year is given to each of the instrumental
and elementary subjects. These subjects are called "instrumental" because they become the means or instruments
whereby the mind increases its conquests in the domain of
truth; they are called "elementary," not at all because they
are easier of mastery, but rather because they include the
thought-concepts, the elements, which the soul combines ,
into ever new and ever widening relations in its further
progress in knowledge. These branches thus become all
inclusive when treated as professional subjects by the
teacher.
Finally, a full half year is given, following all of the abo,·e
preparation, to practice-teaching in the Model School.
This work is done under the immediate supervision of the
best trained talent with a view of aiding the student to intelligently apply the laws of mind in the actual 'ivork of the
school room. It is thus not blind experimentation, trusting
to "luck" that somehow the right way will at last be dis-
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covered, or "hit upon,'' by experience, but it is scientific
prevision and insight applied to work. It is work with a
conscious purpose, with the ad\·antage of a pre-formed ideal,
and a definite knowledge of its conditioning hws. It 1s no
more blind than is the work of a Faraday or a Tyndall in
natural science.
Every day's work is reviewed by the
critics and those who have taught the children. In these
critiques no time is spent in discussing unimportant details,
but attention is concentrated upon the laws of mind that
have been obsen·ed or violated. Daily reference is made
to the best books on education to satisfy the demands of a
broad philosophic basis of teaching. The works of Johonnot, Richter, Rousseau, Pestafozzi, Schuyler, Hamilton,
Tliring, Parker, Jos. Payne, W.W. Payne, DeGraff, Tate
and others are made familiar by use at the moment when
their he! p is of the greatest Yalue, that is, when there is a
felt want. This course gives much experience in a short
time, as it is n0t the quantity but the quality of this element
in knowledge which determines its value.
All of this professional work, being arranged as it is in
its time-relations, gives a course which must commend itself
to all who appreciate the trained teacher.
For a fuller explanation of the scope and character of the
work of the school see the "Pedagogical Outlines," page

41.
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SESSIONS OF THE SCHOOL,

There are five daily sessions of the school each week,
from 8.30 A. M. to 12.40 P. M.
The hours of study are from 3.00 to 5.00 and from 7.00
to 9.00 o'clock P. !\I. daily, except on Friday evenings and
Saturday afternoons.
This arrangement divides the day
into two periods, that from 8.30 A. M. to 12.40 P. M., during
which time the-students are engaged in recitation; and that
covered by the study hours in the afternoon and evening.
The strict observance of the latter period is of quite as
much importance as the former. No pupil will be expected
to abst>nt himself from duty during either interval, nor will
it be presumed that pupils are to be interrupted by callers
or visitors during their study hours, any more than during
the hours of recitation. As the spirit of the school is thoroughly loyal to this plan, any person feeling himself unable
to comply cheerfully with these habits of work will,- not find
this school congenial to him.

GENERAL EXERCISES.

-Spelling, daily.
Rhetorical Exercises, daily.
Vocal Music, daily.
English Literature and Rhetoric and Written Examinations by all the classes, from 8.30 to rn.30 A. M. every
Saturday.
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This arrangem ent for examinations has bee n found to be
very desirable, removing entirely th e feeling of nervousn ess
often engendered when several exam inations are held during the same week. Th e plan so distributes the work that
a puJ?il pursuing four subj ects has an exa minatioo in each
one once a month.
Th e Saturday classes m Literature and Rhetoric add
g rea tly to th e amount and efficiency of the work in th e daily
recitations in these sc:ijects. It is cumulative in its effects,
extending as it does throughout the three and four years
without interrupt_ion. Th e students r egard it with especial
favor. It develops a taste and culture which the same number of lessons given daily would not produce. The classes
study with leisure for rea din g full texts from many of th e
g reat classics. During th e past year Homer, Shakespea re,
Dante, Scott, Dickens, Irvin g and Longfellow have been
carefull y studied. The la st year is usuall y di vided bet ween
Homer, S hak espeare and Dante.

ADMISSION,

r. The esse ntial qualifi tation s, of which st udents should
he well satisfied , are their physical ability and their natural
adaptation to th e teach er's profession.

For admission to th e Elementary Course, candidates
mu st be fifteen years of age. Th ey mu st pass a creditable
exa min ation in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, th e general Geography of th e W orld, and Arithmeti c, equiv alent to the de mand s for a second grade certificate
2.
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in these subjects. They must sign a pledge to teach two
years in the schools of the state, unless preventecl )Jy circumstances beyoncl their control, ancl to report semi-annually to the President. The examinations are bath written
and oral- the aim being to cletermine the ability of an applicant, rather than a list of the facts he has at hancl. Many
persons who would pass a poor examination on questions of
fact, may be the very strongest students, the most vigorous thinkers.
3. Graduates of High Schools and Colleges will be passed in subjects without examination, on the certificate of th e
Principal that they , have already completed them with a
grade of not less than 7 S per cent.
Attention is callecl to the following resolution· of the State
Normal Board, adopted at its annual meeting in June, 1884:
Resofrcd, That in the examination of candidates fo1· a dmission to the
Normal Schools, second grade county certifica:tes shall admit to the C
Class. That the certificates of the State High School Board be accepted
for the subjects named, and that graduates of the State High School
Course be admitted to the Professional Co ucse without examination.

It is therefore recommended that pe rsons expecting to
attend the school, especially those at a distance, take their
county exam.inations for second grade certi~cates. The result will show them whether they can enter, :me! may save
them the expense of a trip to St. Cloud. . Besides this, the
school is glad to have the co-operation of the County Superintendents in supp lying their schools with trained teachers .
4. Students will not be received after the beginning of a
term, except upon the most satisfactory excuse. Any who
cannot be present upon the first day of a term should report
to the President beforehand, that their absence may be understood. Neither is it expected that students ,v iii leav e
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before the close of a term, unless compelled to do so by
circumstances beyond their control.
5 . .Students already ent ered in classes, and having no
examinations to pass, are not required to be present the clay
of examination.
6. Examinations for entrance
day of each quarter.

\\' ill

be held on the first

SUGGESTIONS TO APPLICANTS,

To determine your O\\'n fitness for admission to the
school, ask, and be able to answer in the affirmative, the
following questions:

a. Can I read fluently and with underst an ding?
b. Am I a good speller?
c. Can I write legibly ?
d. Am I familiar with th": use of the dictionary?
e. Do I understand the principles of arithmetic, and am I
skillful in their application?
f Do I habittially use, in speaking and writing, good
English? Am I familiar with th e proper use of capital letters, and the general rules for punctuation r Can I analyze
correctly an ordinary English sentence, classify the parts of
speech, and give their office and construction!"
g. Can I name and give a brief description of the continents and principal countries of the globe, locate the principal mountain ranges, rivers and cities, and can I explain,
\\'ith reasonable clearness, the changes · of the sea.sons :'

ST CLOUD,
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These questions indicate the subjects upon which the failures of applicants are most frequent. If you have been a
careful student in the elementary branches, you should be
able to answer these in the affirmative, for this is the work
for which the grammar and ungraded schools, and not the
Normal School, should be held responsible. Every negative or doubtful ,:nswer will diminish the probability of
your admission. The time spent on more advanced studies
will be of little value to you, as a preparation for the work
of the lower classes.
Obtain a letter from your County Superintendent, if pofsible, introducing you to the school. This will be all the
recommendation you will need.
Bring with you, as useful for study or · reference, all the
text-books you have.
Students must come fully prepared to give their undivided attention to the work of the school during the entire
term. The demands of school are so pressing that students
cannot be permitted to engage during term time in any
employment or pleasure-as taking private music lessons or
attending parties or other entertainments-which is not directly connected with their work.

DISCIPLINE.

In a Normal School there should be no need of referring
to the matter of discipline.' Only those should come, or be
admitted, who have well-formed, correct habits.
This is
not in any sense a reform school, and young gentlemen or
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young ladies who a re not di sposed to submit willingly and
cheerfully to all the wholesome r es traints found necessa ry
for the good working and good reput ati on of the sc hool,
will be unhesitatin gly dismissed.
W e are, in a measure, re sponsible to the state for th e
character and acquirement s of each pupil g raduated fr om
the school. This being 'the case, we are compelled to exercise the most rigid sc rutiny in reference to both of th,e se
points. Offenses, that in a mere academic in stitution might
be passed over lightly; ar e viewed rather as indicating th e
unfitn ess of th e offender for taking charge of th e training of
the children of the sta te. In this way it sometim es happens
th at pupils are advised to withdraw from the school, or a re
even dismissed, wh en no very se rious charges are brough t
against them; th ey have merel y convin ced us that th ey are
not suitable persons to enter th e p rofession of te ach ing.
TUITION,

Tuition is .free to all students ente rin g the Normal Depa rtment and who sig n the required pledge to teach for tw o
years in the public schools of the state.
To all not pledged to teach, the tuition is $30 per year.
In the Model School, $ 1 2 per yea r.
A ll tuitition is payable quarterly, strictly in advance.
TEXT BOOKS.

T e xt books are ,furni shed free of cha rge in all department s of the school to those who pay tuiti on; othe r stude nts
pay a uniform fee of $ 1.50 per term for the r ental of all
text books needed.
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A strict account is kept of any injury done lo books and
a charge made therefor.
Students are allowed to purchase their books if they preier to do so. To all such, books are sold at the lowest
wholesale rates.
THE MODEL SCHOOL,

This school includes pupils of all grades from the lowest
Primary up to the High School.
In its organization, its management, and in all of its appointments it furnishes to the pupils of the Normal Department a model for observation and imitation.
The . very
rapid and thorough progress of its pupils enables the practice teacher to see what may and ought to be accomplished
in any good school. A general view of the course of study
1.s presented in the following outline:
Arithmetic, completed.
Geography, completed.
Language and G r a 1111nar.
Penmanship.
Drawing.
Vocal Music.
Reading.
United States History .
Elementary Science:
Botanv.
Physiology.
Physics.
Natural Historv.
Physical Geography.
Mathematical Geography.
Algebra.
Geometry.
Book-keeping .
Literature.
Latin,
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The entire resources of the Normal School in the way
of apparatus and all educational appliances are used in the
Model School. Its pupils have the full benefit of the museums, physical apparatus and laboratory.
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OUTLINES OF THE ART OF TRAINING,

"Tra ining is kn owledge rea lizable in p ractice with the quickness o f n n
ins t inct. ''-B AIN.
GEN ER AL M E TH OD.

Ideas of each principle are first developed, then the prir.ciple is applied in the practig.e of the art, until both art and science are perfected by their natural reaction upon each other.
I. Th e <fft of aualyzi11g suldect-matte1' n1ul a1-ranying
its elem ents in n logical orde1·, cuul ·i n an orde1· in which
the mind of the l earner i s ca p able of recei'viny it.

N0TES .- ( 1 ) T ext -ho o ks a n11 ly ze subject~ m a t ter n.n,1 a r r a nge it in logical o rdP1·, b ut selclo 1n iR t he o rd er in dPtn il o ne i n " ·hich t he min d of t he le a rne r is
ca p able or 1•ecei YFng· it ; hence t he n reeR-s it .r of t h e tenc her's p osReRs ing- t h r n 1· t o r
Rll Ch fl.lTH.ng·em ent.

(:l ) Jf th e tex t-h o u k sh o ul d at tem pt t o clo t hi s wo rk for t he teac her , i t coul d
onl y p 1·PRP n t a "c ut: n !Hl fll'i ed " p la n fi tt in~ a Frn ppoi:; ed b u t n eve1· a n aPtua l ea.Re.

':t he t encher m11 s t be p 1·epa red to orig·i na te nrrangem Pnts ndnpt e fl to min ds of
Ya ri P,l ea.pa bill t .r , h a vi ng Ytu ·ie,l t1·a ini n,g- a,nd p ofi~efiFte,l or Yn~·ied p1·eyio t1 fi
l-: 11 o w lr-Ug·e. l'io two Rituat io n!-:i :ire a like.
s n 1·y ln g·oofl tt>n t hin g·.

I -J en ee t hiR n. l' t is a bso lutely neces-

\

P RINC I P LES.
1. T he facult ies of t he intellect mu st be appealed to in the order in
w hich lh ey can ac t ; per ceptio n , m em or y, i magi natio n , co ncep t ion , r ea soning.

Still t he m in d m ust be exercised as a unity, a nd n ot as a "bun dle o f
detached p owers. ' '
2. The idea p recedes the term : obj ects before n a m es, th o ug h ts befor e
sentences, kn owledge befo re definition s, real t hings before their symbols .
Again, "Present a t i ve o r intuitive con scio u sn ess of a n individu a l o bj ect,
be i t t hing, act, or stat e o f mind , immedi a t ely present here a n d n o w ,
mu st precede symbolical con scio us ness."
3. An o rde ,· o f dependence must b e fo llo w ed .
4. The concrete prccctles t he a b stract .
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PSYCHOLOGY,

By this subject is understood the science of knowing, feeling and willing. It has a relation to the mind of man, similar to that of physiology
to the body. What are the processes, functions, laws of acquisition, aEsimilation and growth in the menta l ai1d spiritual world?
Psychology is the only subject offering any solution to the problem of
education.
No school can give a thorough training to teachers that does not
make much of this subject.
The subject when properly taught, is not more difficult than others.
Even if it were, this could be no reason for not studying it.
None decry it who know anything about it. It is the study of ma11,
and has engaged the mind of a Plato, a Kant, a Fichte, a Hamilto11 .
All educational practices must stand or fall from their relation to the
data of psychology.
The subject does not consist of the accumulated and often contradictory opinions of authors of books, but of facts observable at first hand
.and the deductions therefrom by the pupil himself. Text books in this
subject as in any other are good guides, but" hard master~."
The student should and does find this subject, tvith its branches, History of Education, Philosophy of Educa tion, Moral Philosophy, anti
Method, the most charming and inspiring in the course of study.
ILLUSTRATION OF A SINGLE TOPIC.

NO'l'B.-lt Is impossible to make an outline in a subject m ean anythi ng in partic11ln.r, owing to the ,vide variations in the u se of general term s. The following- illustration is therefore given as a kind of specimen of one of the many
things a study of psychology ought to do for a student.

All judgments may be considered either as contingent or necessary.
No judgment is entirely one's own until the ground of its validity is
clearly apprehended.
A contingent judgment is a generalization from experience. It is a ,·esult reached by induction and contains nothing more than the instances
subserved aud results in nothing more as "mental furnishing" than a
tendency toward belief. The contrary or contradictory of the judgment
may b'e found true at any time. Evidently in acquiring this class of
judgments, and it includes probably nine-tenths of a ll our judgments,
the aim of the honest, well-balanced mind will be to multiply instances
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in experience to the fullest practicable limit in order to remove the judgment further and further from uncerta inty.
A necessary or pure judgment is one also related to experience, but in
a radically different way. Experienee furnishes the instances, but the
validity of the resulting judgment is intuitively seen by the insight of
reason. The moment the soul aw"a kes to the act of intuition no further
instances a re needful, nor can they in anywise a ffect the judgment. The
mind rests in an absolute and pure generalization.
Evidently in acquiring such a judgment the reflective mind will see the
new element in the thoug ht process. The m athematical, many scientific,
moral and religious judgments are of this class.
The teacher must be able to discriminate between the two classes of
judgments in order to properly apportion the experimental element in
lea rning, about which there is so much controversy. To know how to
teach properly the two judgments: "All men are morta l" and "Every
event has a cause," is to know how to teach. The proper use of objects
in teaching-true objective work-forms of thought in the constructive
or representative faculties, " thinking in things," "abstract and concrete," arc all seen when oncethetruenatureof ajudgmentisunderstoocl.

THE STUDY OF METl:{0D,

This takes the fo1·m of the study of elementa ry snbjects, arithmetic,
geography, grammar, and reading. The student acquires the ability to
determine the education values of these subjects, to select their main
laws and to arrange their conditioning facts in the order of dependence
and of acquisition. The knowledge of method thus gained enables him
to deal in the same way with any other known subject, because the fundamental subjects contain the elements of all knowledge.
The tools of the teacher: questioning, devices, etc., are made familiar
during this investigation.
Time is also devoted to the preparation, observation, and criticism of
actual lessons g-ivcn to child1·en .
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TRAINING,

'
Skill in teaching can he gained only by prnctice.
Although the class in training exhibit a great variety of individual
faults requiring specific treatment, yet the genernl trend of the student's
prng ress ma y be pointed out.
FIRST STAGE.

The unhappy apprentice who discovers that he 1s only wasting good
materinl.
The belief that giving pupils m a ny facts makes them wise, exists in
the heart of every one who does not know how to teach. This belief is
openly gloried in by the one who has taught for years, while it is carefully hidden and denied by the yoµng novice fresh from methods andeducati on a l works, a nd with educational cant upon his lips. This belief
disappears in the first stage of training, the student being led to see his
mistake by being made to in ves tigate the results of his own teaching.
The use lessness a nd the evil tendency of such work are apparent as soon
as he has learned to apply the proper tests.
Simultaneously with the belief disappear its necessary consequences,
lecturin g, useless questioning, questioning which gives the idea, promiscuous cr a mming, "hearing recitations ," and delight at the number of
facts pupils can give on examinations.
SECOND STAGE.

The m a n who bas discovered what good work is, but wh9 manages
tools awkwardly.
At last the tendency develops to seek the idea in the mind of the pupil
as the b as is of all that is to be clone. Here is a glimpse of better things
with no very sure command of the m eans of rea lizing them, but the
teacher is facing the rig ht way and is in a ve ry hopeful condition.
THIRD STAGE.

The skilled workman.
· Lastly comes the power not only to select the right tool, but so to a djust its use to the encl sought that work is clone easily and skillfully.
No incidental criticism effects this transformation. Months of actual
teaching unclc1· g uida nce arc necessary .
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PROFESSIONAL WORK,

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

All work done in th e school is professional m the sense
that subjects are taught scientifically. Each subject undergoes rigid analysis by th e teacher, ofte n by th e entire faculty with a view(1.) To determine ils p1·ecise edtl(: ation value:*

(2.) To determine the objective point, that is, the point, t he gai11 i11g
of which secures to the student a view of t he sulJject in a ll its relation s.
(3.) To determine what facts condition that p o int.
(4.) To arrange these conditioni ng facts in the o rder in which they
must be acquired.
I

The result of the employm ent of. this method of investigatio n has bee n
to secure the following advantages:
(1.) The unity of the subject taught.
(2.) A gain in time, in that the teaching of detail s gives place t o the
teaching of m ain la,vs a nd co nditions.
(3.) Greater freedom in the order of introducing s ubjects. Facts of
one subject which cond iti o n facts of anot her subject a re taug ht where
they belong, without regard to precedent.
(4.) The united Jorce of the faculty has been brought to bear up o n the
students in impressing the va lu e of method.
*NOTE.-rrlie a,na,lysi8 of educa t ion values whi ch 11uw ::;ee 111 H lo

fullows:
.
{Dirl'Ct .
1. l'ract1cal
...... Indirect.

Ed ucaLiun Va.luct-5- [

2 _ Dir--L·,it_tlinu1·v {Sp ecif'i c.
,J

3. Cultu re.

•

Tu11if•.

w.

H.
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5. Generals can be gained only through a consideration of particulars.
First induction, then deduction.
NoT1<~.-Symbols, general and abstract t ruth s n,re notltfng, unless they s uggest
the real thing, the particulal', the concrete. "Fro1u nothing, not hing com es ."
Ho,vever, minds possessetl of s ufficient experience to sug·geR t Home of the underlying particulars of a general abstract truth, are gi·eatly strengthenotl by
being presented ·with ih;;; mere form and requirerl to furnifih for themselves the

particulnrs necessary to its full content or its verification.
This is no violation of the principle. ,..rhe general truth is not gra8pecl until
afte,• the investigation of particulars.
Ideas of t,enns are filled out in the same way even by children. "Children
genPra.lfae ·with fe,v pu.rtknlurs, und then rect,ify res11H.R."-Tain1'.

Hence we have the following principle:
6. The outline should precede details. The indefinite precedes the
definite.
7. Knowledge should precede rules. Rul~s should precede anomalies
and exceptions.
8. An epitome systematizes knowledge, and should come after it.
9. Proceed from the physical to the mental. Perception of material
objects precedes reflection.
10. Proceed from the empirical to the rational.
11. "Every science is evolved out of its corresponding art." The art
is in its turn perfected by the science.
12. The imlividual whole should first be taught, then analysis of the
individual into elements, then synthesis of those elements to reform the
individual.
13. The individual whole should fit-st be taught, then synthesis of
individuals to form classes.
14. First analysis, then synthesis of imitation, then synthesis of invention.
15. Proceed from the simple to the complex.
~O'l'~.-A_ simple whole in nature may b o found upon analysis to be exceedingly complex. The idea of it as simple i;;houlcl precede the analysis nnd HUhHequent HyntheRiR , which result in the iflca o ·r it us complex.

16. The unknown should be basell upon the known, the connecting
links being clear and definite.
17. "The consciousness of difference is the beginning of every intellectual exercise."
18. "Connection of contrasts pervades every step in the growth of an
-iden."
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19. Uniform arrangements facilitate acquirement.
20. The a ffirmative should precede the negative.

II.

The twt of m·ous'illrJ the self-activity of tlte pupil.
PRINCIPLES.

1. What the pupil acquires without aid is more his than it else could
be.
2. It is what the pupil does for himself which strengthens his powerE.
3. Self-activity is roused by intere,s t.
4. A clear understanding of a subject produces interest. (Hence see
princi pies under I.)
5. "Instruct in such a way that an interest may awake, and n:main
active for ·life."

III.

The a1·t of impressiuy what is tauyht.
PRINCIPLES.

1. One step must be thoroughly mastered before taking the next.
2. '' He who knows one thing; thoroughly, knows potentially much
more.''

3. Concentration is necessary to retention.
4. "The revivability of past impressions varies inversely as the vividness of present feelings ."-Spencer.
5. "Of good heed-taking springeth chiefly knowledge."-Ascham.
6. "Practice makes perfect."
7. "Repetition enables the mind to grasp all the manifold ramifications r:nd connections of a piece of knowledge which elude the mind in
the first effort of acquirement."
8. Reason should assist memory.
9. Visual feelings are of all feelir!gs most easily reproduced in thought.

IV.

The a1·t of cultivating intellectual vowc1·.

1. Power acq uired by learning lasts longer than the thing learned .
2. The mind is formed by being furnished .
3. Faculties must be cultivated in the order in which they will act.
4. Faculties are developed through the perfonnance of those functions
which it is their office to perform.
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5. The mind as a whole admits of cultivation at every step of deyeJopment.
6. The strength of any faenlty, and the desire to exercise it, are g reat
according as it has been more or less ~ailed into activity.
7. The excessive use of one faculty may compromise the powe1· of
another.
8. Exercise of powers must be gradual a nd continuous.
9 . The directive and executive faculties are interdependent. The hig her the grade of intellectual work, the g reater is t he dependence.
10. E esy or monoton o us exercises inJtll'e the mind. Drudgery may
stultify the intellect.

V.

The a1·t of cult-ivatinr, the power nf' exp 1·ess ion.

1. Ideas are classified a nd thoug hts made clearer by being expressed.
"Every time we say a thing, we get a mecha nical a dvantage in detaching it well a nd deliverly."-Emerson.
2. The g round of a ll sou nd knowledge is to unclerstancl the meaning
of t he words that are in your mouths a ll clay Jong.- Socrates.
3. Ideas precede terms, etc. (See secon d principle under I.)
4. T erms a re la rgely arbitrary . They require to be associated wit h
what t hey represent.
5. Loose habits of expressio n create loose hab its of thou g ht.
6. Loose h abi t s of ex pression create the habit of untnith.
7. The possession of words without ideas is like the possession of vast
sums o f inflated currency. There is a fa lse appearance of wealth; he11ce
the cultivation of conceit. Knowledge of real things cultivates humility.
8 . Nothing injures literary style so much as the gain ing of " 'ords
witho ut ideas. "Fill your head with words, a nd when you get aq idea
fit it to them. This is the commo n methocl,prolific of famis hed intellects
and starveling expressions."- Whipple.

VI.

1'he nrt of citlt-it:at·i ny executive 1w1oers .

1. T he brain is developed throug h appropriate exercise o f physical
organs.
2. If due proportion is maintained, muscular power or skill and intellectual power may be acquired at the same time better than each separately.
3. Manipulation of materials corrects superficial ideas derived fro m
words, and p revents co nclu sio ns from na rrow premises.
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4. "Skill to do comes by doing; kn0wleclge comes by eyes wide open
and working hands."-Emerson.
5. "A pencil is a good microscope."-Ag-assiz.
fi. The habit of exactness, hence the moral habit, of truth, is cultivated
by industrial training.

VII.

1'/te art of culth:tit-iuy 11w1·ul 1wwe1·s.
PRINCIPLES.

1. "Life .is kindled by life; hence the highest in children is .-oused only
by example."-Richter.
2. "Omit negative propositions; nerve us with incessant affirmations.
Don't waste yo urself in reject ion, nor ba,·k against the ba d, but chant
the beauty of the goocl."-Emel'SOn.
3. A good or bad habit scarred into the brain pours fo rth its res ,;lts
almost spontaneously.
"The reiterated choice of good and evil gradua ll y . determiues character."-G. Eliot.
4. For every character, no matter how low its_m o ral p la11c, there i~ a
possible easy step upward.
5 . Order, neatness, beauty of surround ings, discipline, arc mcau s t oward a moral effect.
G. Injustice and unkindness arise chiefly frorn incapacity for "i111aginiug o m self to be somel:iody else"; hence cullivatesympatheticfccling.
7. Moral training shou ld be gradua l and continuous. It is as impossible mornlly as it is intellectually to pass from o ne grade of power to
another without passing through the interm ed iate steps.
S. The order of morn! development is, first , qui ck, v i;·irl feeling; second, sound judgment; third, right action. These, however, act and 1-cact upon each other.
9. The moral powe1· of a child must develop before it becomes t l:e
moral power of an adult. To expect of the child the moral p,:nver of the
adu lt is to discourage so as to prevent growth, or to force an unso und
development.
10. A wrong thing done lessens the power to do rig ht; hence compulsion may be useful in useful negative results.
11. Positive in crease of moral power can arise only through sdtco11tr ol.
12. Not the pupi l's feeling toward the teacher, but the teache1·'s feeling
toward the pupil, is significant.
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13. To scorn another is to be incapable of rendering him moral assistance.
14. The sunshine of happiness is necessary to healthy moral growth.
Continued unhappiness breeds moral disease.
15. Intellectual work and industrial work have much to do with the
habit of truth.
NoTE.-Any study, such ai,; natural science, whi ch llernands of the learner accurate tlescription s of personal observat ion s , tends t o cure Urn habit of exog·gcration. Any manu a l labor whi cli must b e don e exactly . to be righ t , tends to
cultivate the hubit of truth.

VIII.

The art of economiziny powe1· 'in the school-room,
PRINCIPLES.

1. The secret of thrift is knowledge. l<nowledgc of the laws and nature of an art enables you to work at it easily, surely, rapidly and successfully.-Kingsley.
2. Secure the" greatest good to the greatest number."
3. The more concentrated the teaching, the more comprehensive and
efficient the instruction.
4. "Learners should not do with their teachers what they can do by
·themselves, in order that they may have time to do with their instructor
what they cannot do by themselves."-Ma rce/.
5. lVIore excitement than is necessary to impress the point is wasteful.
A brilliant experiment may be the least instructive.
6. It is wasteful to spend much time and power in cultivating a mind
in' a direction in which it is radically defective.
7. Concentrate the beginnings of knowledge. After the fire has
caught you may trust it to spread of itself.
8. Method without flexibility, which ceases to be a means and becomes an encl, is a hindrance rather than a help.
9. Intelligent method is one of the most powerful instruments of human labor.
10. The measure of information is not what the teacher can give, but
what the child can receive.

1X.

The m·t of cult-ivaUny wstltet-ic power.
PRINCIPLES.

1 We learn to love order and beauty by seeing it, to a ppreciate music
by hearing it, etc.
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2. We lea rn to app1·cciate t he beautiful by attempting to prod uce it.
3. Much attention should be paid to t he function of discrimination in
• the cul tivatio n of taste.

X.

'l'he art of awakeniny n sense of th e lnt11101•011s.
AI M.

1. To en li ven dull routine.
2. To create vivid associations, t hu s aid ing retention.
3. To enable pupils to detect resemblances between widely different
objects.
4. To furnish a source of happin ess.
5. To promote discipline by breaki ng up a bad spirit, a nd creating a
cheerful atmosphere.

PRINC I PLES.
1. He who promotes the ha ppiness of a litt le child for half a n hour is
a fell ow-worker w ith God.- Dwight.
2. "vVit is a peculiar form -of reason."
3. "One w itty saying soon doubles itself."- Page.

LANGUAGE,

T he latest and best works on Language show a str ong tendency in
two directions: First, to regard g rammar as a science and t herefore to
adopt a scientific method in pursuing it; Second, to distin g uish more
clearly bet ween the study of la nguage as an art and as a science, and
to recogn ize that rhetorical ski ll , or t he power to use language effectively, is something other tha n a knowledge of gramm ar and so to be
reached by a widely different method.
Language is a means of expressing thought. It is, then, an instrument.
Language has a structure which has been determined by t he laws o f
thought. Then some knowledge of t he la ws of t hought is necessary to
an understand ing of la ngu age structure.
Thcrcfo1·c language o pens two disti nct fields fo 1· investigation: First,
the stucly of its struct ure leading to n knowled ge of its laws-a p hil o-
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sophical and reflective stu dy; Second, the study of language as an instrument for purposes of communication- a hig hly practical study. The
first makes language a science, t he second , an art.
.RHETORIC.

In lhis ,vork, ,:vc study language as an instrun1cnt.
As in the workshop the mechanic learns to master his a rt by using its
too ls and m a terials , so in language the sturlent who would acquire
skill must do so by handling la nguage materials. This work ai ms to
give the pupil, at the beginning of his course, a mastery of English which
will enable him to use it sk illfully and unconsciously in the expression of
his thought.
The sentence is t he uni t of la nguage; a complete maste,·y of the English
sentence means t he acquisition of ski ll i~ using t he la ng u age.

Pupi ls are give n work in the analys is and synt hesis of the sentence.
T hey are required to handle eve,·y variety of sentence material and to
build the senten'ce into every variety of form. Work in combining,
t ,·ansposing, and transforming t he elements of the ·sentence is given.
C reative, as well as a n a lytical power is called out. Through this practice the p upil becomes familia,· wit h the essent ial elements of style, He
8 lso comes to see the logic of langtiage as depending ~n thought relatio n s.
Next the word is stud ied. The sturlent is led by t he direct study of
the word and by practice in the discriminating use o f words to an appreciation of word values. He learns to detect fine shades o f difference
in words, to recognize auth ority in t he use of words a nd he learns something of word-making.
The fi g urative use of wonls is studied and the leading figures of speec h
exam ined with a view to an appreciat io n of their structure and of their
power in expression.
The last part of the work is given to a 1·ev iew of Gramma,· with a
view to prepare the student for work in Literature a nd the study of
G,·ammar methods.
Continued practice in composition is given during the entire cou rse,
each pupil's work receivin g the personal attention oftheteacher. Varied
exercises are given in writin g reprod uctions, descriptions, narrations,
simple •biographical and historical sketches and in paraphn,sing, etc.
Some work in literature is made the basis o f this composition st udy, so
t hat classic English models in li teratu re ~u·e kept befo ,·e t he student s
here as in the Satt11"day mornin g class.
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LITERATURE,

Realizing the high culture value of this subject and that it presents a
field for study adapted to all ages and every grade of ability, realizing
too, that literary taste and discrimination come only with literary
habits, we begin this study when the pupil ente1·s school and continue it
during the entire course.
The sources of Modern Literature are far back in the Classic. In order to understand Modern Literature, a pupil must kno,v something of
the few great works which have influenced thought in all ages. In our
study then, we select from any source-American, Greek, English-works
that are best adapted to the end in view.
All the students are organized into classes that meet their teachers
every Saturday morning for the study of Literature and for composition
work growing out of that study. The first and second year classes
read from American and English authors that are best adapted to their
needs, in giving variety to work and direction to taste. The third and
fourth year classes take up the study of the drama and the epic. In the
last two years these classes have studied Homer, Dante and some of
Shakespeare's plays.
In this way our students begin to form what we hope will prove to
· be life-long habits of well-directed reading. This work, together with
the year given to the study of English History and Literature as a daily
recitation, an outlook over the general field is gained. Best of all the
pupil finds here models of English. He learns how to use English well
by seeing how the masters have used it ; thus he gains much in the formation of his own style.
ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Literature is a subject pre-eminent in its culture value.
Power to read well, to know how to appmach a work intelligently,
to see it comprehensively and to see mty:h in its pages, means power of
life-long growth.
Such power supposes an analytical ability in approaching the pri11ted
page, ability to see a work comprehensively in its unity, and lastly ability to look over a large field and see grea'.i: works in relation, to see an
age or a pe,;od as a whole, and to see the history of that period in connection with its literature. This supposes on the part of the student a
fair knowledge of history, personal acquaintance with the great works
ofliteraturc and training in close discriminating reading.
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Our course in Literature is preceded by a twenty-weeks' study of
English History. The students can thus more readily appreciate the
national character in its literature and see the intimate relation between
the nation's history and its literature.
The students have the text put into their hands, thus they come to
know a work by actual contact with it. Dest of all, the habit of close,
careful reading is induced, authors arc compared so that a better appreciation of individuality and style is gained, sources of literary material
are found, the leading subjects that have enlisted the mind of man are '
seen, and the relation between our national literature and the classic is
felt.
The preceding work in Rhetoric prepares l<w this work in giving the
pupil power and discrimination in approaching language forms. The
literature work also supplements the work in Rhetoric by placing before
the student the great forms of prose and poetry, and leading him by
direct observation to a knowledge of the laws which govern their
structure.
METHODS IN GRAMMAR.

The sturly of any method of teaching a subject supposes a knowledge
of the elements which constitute that subject; it also supposes on the
part of the learner such a knowledge of mental science as will enable
him to understand the processes of acquisition.
Grammar, like the sciences, offers a field of investigation and invites
to a scientific method of procedure. Its field is language-its method
observation, comparison , discrimination, generalization .
Language forms have no interest for the mind of man unless he sees in
them the operating and formative thought. Conditions in the nature
and history of man have determined the history of his language and the
form of his words. Then some knowledge of mental processes and of the
history of language is necessary to a rational consideration of its
structure.
At the beginning of the course the student is invited to a consideration
of the essential nature of language. He sees its relation to the active
life of man, to his social life; he sees its relation to the mind, views the
conditions for its production and reaches conclusions respecting its
origin.
Next the general features of la nguage-history are exam ined and the
great changes which have taken pl ace and are taking place in language
are recognized and their causes determined. Thus the student becomes
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familiar with the laws which govern language-history. Something is
learned of the work which linguistics has accomplished and a general
view of the Inda-European family of languages and the relation which
English bears to it is gained.
The pupil discovers by examination the composite nature of English
and the elements that have entered into it; he secs also the events that
have operated as causes in producing the language and the forces that
have furthered its growth. The Grammar of the language is examined.
The structme of the sentence is studied and the operation of thought in
determining its form and the use of its most important words is seen.
The methods of making and inflecting words and forming compound
elements are studied. Lastly, the subject is reviewed in the order of acquisition, and a eareful examination is made into the means and special
methods of treating the subject in its details for the various grades of
pupils. The divisions of the subject, the art of correct questioning, the
specially difficult points to teach, the common errors made in teaching
Grammar, the aim and scope of" language lesson~," are a ll discussed in
the light of the best educational science on the one hand and the practical knowledge of the actual needs of the teacher on the other. The practice department enables us to catalogue with the accuracy of a scientist
the principal points upon which teachers need help.
LATIN.

The Latin of the Advanced c..,urse runs through three years, as
follows:
B Class-Latin Gramm ar and Composition.
Junior Class-Cresar and Cicero.
Senior Class-Cicero and Virgil.
Besides the mere ability to understand and translate a Latin sentence,
the student receives benefit from the study in the following particulars,
which though minor are nevertheless important:
1. From the study of grammatical forms better defined and more
complete than those of most modern la nguages, he gets a comprelwnsive
view of grammar as a whole, and is better able to appreciate and explain
our own irregular and incomplete forms.
2. Latin opens the field for the study of the derivation, formation, history and character of the English language. It is impossible to m a ke
a careful study of the Latin without constantly observing and tracing
derivations, similarities and differences in vocabulary, arrangement of
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words and mode of expression between it and the English. This feature
of the work is so marked that the Latin student is excused from several
branches necessary to the students of the English Course.
3. The reading of the Latin authors gives him an acquaintance with
classic writers which he could scarcely obtain from the perusal of tramlations. The force of the Latin, the style of the author cannot be translated; in poetry the meter can seldom be preserved. The student should
feel in reading Cresar, Virgil or any Latin author, that he is studying,
not a school text-book, but a specimen ofliterature which from its merit
has been preserved to this time and which is recognized as one of the
sources of modern literature.

MATHEMATICS,

GENERAL FACTS.

Our course in mathematics differs from that of the academic schools
in that we consider as of equal importance the method of thought invoked in the problem and the fact taught by the problem. We are not
content with a knowledge of the truth alone but demand a formulated
knowledge of the method and order of its acquisition.
vVe aim never to "explain" to a puiJil. There are certain conditions
which will ensure the growth of a plant; the skilled gardener supplies
these, he never attempts to do the growing for the plant and then stand
for a model. If the pupil can be made to hold together in one act of
thought the facts upon which a new truth logically depends, the natural
action of the mind will force him to a recognition of that truth. Herein
lies the opportunity of the skilled teacher.
Vve use mathematics as an instrument in awakening the soul to the
knowledge of pure truth. Man never enjoys his strength nor rightly
uses it until he is conscious of possessing it. The real grasping of the
notion that there is a various though perfectly exact unity and plurality
in quantity marks the birth of many a mind. "If I find a man who
can see unity and plurality in nature, him will I follow and walk in his
footsteps as if he were a God."-Socrates.
The method for the teaching of arithmetic, algebra and geometry depends upon what we consider the sphere of each to he. A number is a
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number o f things, hence a ll operations in number s houlcl have for their
basis imaginative pictu,·es. No per son kn ows a process in :uit hm etic
until he is able to veri fy it by proped y ' 'concret ing" it.
Algebra is contradistin guished from arithmetic in that relatio11s are
more essentially objects of t ho ught. We determ in e an o rd erly arrangement o f truths regard in g these r elat ions and o nl y care for materia l obj ects as they furnish us a basis for these relations and material o ut o r
which to co ns truct problems w hich sh al l serve as exerci ses. In order
t hat we m ay t he m o re easily render this k ind o f truth universal, we
a d opt a new notation of w hich it is predicated at the o ulset t hat it applies to any a nd a ll magnitudes and will r emain thus general until t here
enters some mod ifying truth which is not uni versa l. Hence our conclusions when quantity is known a nd universal areformulx. T hu s a lgcbrn
is pre-eminently the science of the equation.
Geo metry is essent ia lly a na lytic,even in the meth o d of the discovery o f
its truth. Certain things may be supposed to he trne o r eve n known to
be true as far as nwasurement may be reli ed upon, yet these conclusio ns
must be a na lyzed a nd be reso lved into one or more sub-propositions,
and so o n , until t hey are seen to rest upon pure truth. It is here that accur acy of instrument or adequateness of material cuts no figure, so long as
the thought relations a re apprehended. Re'ations arc actual ly known
to exist between perfect materi a l figures eve n t hough no such figures
were ever constructed. Onr pu pils are taught to notice the reaso nin g as
well as the thing reasoned o ut. vVe never demonstrate for a pupi l, but
train him to ho ld his con~lu sion even before he knows it to be truth, to
discover what is neccssa,-y to i ts establishment, and to fo ll ow the line
back to ad mitted data.
ARTHME"TIO.

'l'he arithmetical:concepts are few, but out of their relations
grow all operations in number. The mental processes involved in their acquisition and elaboration arc the teacher's
problem.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
1. Number is never realized except in t hings o r in images of thing s.
2. We gain no kn ow ledge of number from its representatives.
NOTK-A g-reat d a nger in the teach ing- of numb er is us ing sy rn Uol K t oo soon
and too mu ch.
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3. In teaching the relations of number, no numl~er s hould be considered "abstractly."
No-rn.-If the number does not app ly to so m ething definite t here can be no
clear n otion of t he relation, 'i. e., " 'C cannot think except in products of the re p~
rcsentu tivc facu1 tieH.

4. All relations between numbers must be taught between numbers
containing but few units.
NO'L'E.-Thc numbei·s being easil y pictured allow t he mind to coucentratc it8
attention upon the relations. ,vhenever the relation between numbei·s u:·e not
unden.;tuufl w e Hhouhl 1·ecur to Rmall er numberR tuid rn;tab li sl1 t h at relation.

5. "A number is not known until it is known at least in its relations
to all numbers less than itself. " Hence measure numl;ers.
6. The notions of unity and plurality come s imultaneously; the recognition of either involves the act of discriminating bet ween t hem.
7. There is primarily but one operation in arithmetic, i. e. reduction.
No'l'ES.- (1.) Notation is a r eduction of unitfi ni co m1rn1·ut-ivel.y ::111 1a ll Hir.o tu a

a

s rnuller number of units oi
larger sizt•, so that the numbe r may h o the more
readily h eld in mind.
(2.) Addition and s ulJtract ion arc e ach t·educing numbers st 1;u H]ing· in acertain relation to one a nother , to one equivalent quantity. Multiplicatiun b; rl'llu cing- one number whose uni t value is another numbCI\ to a, 11umbe 1· wh ose
uni t value is one. :Mu ltiplication is redu ction desc~nding; cliYis ion is retluction
ascending·. (See 1rnge 59.)

8. The,·e is but one fundamental notion in arithmetic, i. c. of one number exceeding another. This, however, is amplified into five notions, dependent upon the five diflerent points of view from which the numbers
may be considered. These are, Addition, as 4
2 = 6; Subtraction, as
6 - 2 = 4; Multiplication, as, 3 of 2 = 6; Division, by the diviso r , a s,
how many of 2 = 6; Division, by the quotient, as, 3 of what number =
6. (See page 59.)
9. Definiteness of expression assists in clearness of thought.

+

NOTE.-Th e t eacher s ho uld never in an expl anation a ll ow a multiplier to be
stutecl apart fro1n the n1ultipHcand.
,vhen quotient and divi::;ur are bot,11
known, they s hould alwuy8 lJe given together, the quotient must be 1::ituted firl::it .

10. A child's conceptions of number are l"est gained fro m one class of
objects.
NoTE.-Objects of different kinds confuse ii given before the relations are thorough ly estublisbed .
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11. Use objects to teach operations; not alone to illustrate them.
12. The relations of :,:umbers in their applications to problems are
best gained and best retained if the form of statements varies as little as
poss ible in a ll the different subdivisions of the subject.
No•rE.-Hu.. Ye few fo1·ms of analyR i~ . "U niformi ty of a i-rangement fncilitn,Les
acquirement." rrhe same form of stntu men t should be m~ed in multipli cation
a n rl bolil1 kind:-; uf di\·iRion , t he llifference in o perat ion being determhrntl by a
clifferf'nce in emp lu.1fiis o r by the omisfdon of o ne of the term~ ; as, 3 of 4 ;..= 1:.! ;

3 of -i

= 12 ; a or 4 =

12.

13. There is no relation between numbers that cannot be illustrated
with objects.
14. '' Do not ask for a uniform method of illustration-encourage originality.' '
15. Mechanical rapidity and accuracy are legitimate ends to be ga ined, but can be best acquired through the avenue of clear perceptions of
numbers.
16. A constant purpose in teaching the relations of number should be
to secure, first, clear perceptions; second, vivid pictures in the imagination. In a healthy mind there will follow a spontaneous action o f the
claborati ve faculties.
DEDUCTIONS FROM THE FOREGOING.

The expression, tens of thousands, means the product of thousands by
tens; ¾ of12 means 12 multiplied by ¾; 5½ of 4 means 4 multiplied by
5½; 5 of 4 means 4 multiplied by 5. This gives a symbo l for relation
which expresses an idea in itself. It also harmonizes the apparent lack
of unity between multiplication of fractions and whole numbers.
NoTr;: .-'l'hiR fo rm

t he Kchool.

or

statemen t i:s eo11vPnient, hut 11 0 strefif4 iR la.id npon it in

'r hc old form of "times" nnd " mnltiplicd b:r " iR uRed with this,

tllc on ly cmpt1tu:is Is upon the importa nce of a correct conception.

**

**

**

Herc arc 3 of 2 stars. The 3, the 2, and the 6 are apparent and may
be pictured either objectively or in the imagination. There is here no
abstract number, yet there is an illustration of multiplication and both
kinds of division.
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STATEMENTS FROM TH E PICTURES.
(1.) 3 o f 2 marks = - mad,s. ~ Mu ltiplication.
(2 .) -of 2 m ark s = 6marks. \ 0 . • •
(3.) 3 of - m a rk s = 6 m a rk s. f IVISIOU.

The o ne picture determ in es a ll t h,·ec ope1·ations; if the first or multiplication n otio n is t a ught, t he re m ai ning statements are but drill or
test state men ts.
In M ultiplicati o n the multiplica nd a nd product have the same unit
value, wh ile t he unit valu e of t he mul t iplier is the wh o le multiplicand .
In Divi_sio n t he divisor and dividend have the same uni t value, and the
unit v a lue oft he quotient is the whole divis o r . ( Viele statements and
picture. )
Ther e is g 1·ea t propriety in calling 2 mark s the divisor, in both division statements, n o m a tte r whether the number in a group or the 1mmber
of g roups is required; for it refers to the same thing in t he picture. It
·is very confusing to call two t hings as different as the number in a group
a nd Lhe number o f g r o ups both by the n a me quotient and bot h by the
n a me divisor.
The advantage in keep in g the sta tements in the same form as a n aid
to clear perceptions is apparent from the following:
How m c ny yard s eq u a l 15 feet? 1 y ard = 3 feet.
The question now is, ? of 3 feet = 15 Jeet. Answer, 5 o f 3 feet
15
feet. Therefore, 5 yards = 1 5 feet .
0

The fo ll owing is an illu st r-atio n of the t hree prae lica l proble ms ari sing
fro m o ne picture a nd requiring one form of st ate ment :
One ap pl e costs 2 cent s, what w ill 3 a pples cost?
3 of 2 ce nt s = 6 cents.
One apple costs 2 cents, ho w man y ca n be bou g ht for 6 cents ?
3 of 2 cen t s - 6 cent s.
Three a pples cost G cents, what is t he price of o ne apple?
3 of 2 cents = 6 cents .
There is a tend e ncy in expla nations to say 3 times or 5 times, thns
v io lating Prin cip le 9 , page 58. We neve r s lop wi t h 3 of or 4. of. The
word of fo1·ces us to a detiniteness o f expressio n, hence arouses thought.
Every problem in arithmet ic that is not solved lty simple addition or
subh action will n atu ra lly r eso lve itself in to the fo llowing statement:
- - of -- = - - . This g reat arithmet ical tt-i a d is rational, for 11 0 one
can make t he p roper in sertio ns without und <:i-s t a mling t he problem in
hand .
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The °following set of problems with their corresponding statements
will illustrate the unity of the subject; also will be illustrative of a review lesson, testing conceptions. Pupils are to write statements, leaving blanks in place of answers; the answers may be inserted afterwards,
if the teachers so desire:

1. If 5 oranges cost 35c., what does 1 orange cost?

5 o f - - = 35c .

2. At $6.75 per barrel , how many barrels of flour will
cost $45.50 '?
- - of $G.75

3. What is the cost.: of ,I of a box of lemons at $1.40
per box ·1
,I of $1.40
4 . .How many square feet in a wall ll by 12 '/
5. "\Vhat J)art of n ;yard iR

l

of a.n inch?

=

$45.nO.

= --.

9 ol 12 sq. ft. = - - .

l

- - of 36 in. =

in.

6. An agent sells $500 worth of goo<ls at a com mission of 2 ~; Y\·hat is h ~ .~_? mmission?

= --.

2 )l or $500

7. 5 pupils are absent out"'o f 45; required the per cent
- - of 45

of attendance.

=

40.

8 . Sold goods for $20 which cost $Hi: what-was the
gain pt?r ccn t,,?
- - of $1:1 = G.
9. Of what sum of money is $2!3 flve-sixthR '?

Go f - - = $25.

10. What is the interest on $300 for 3 yr. 4 mo. at 6 %'! 20 %of $300

11. " 'hat is the ratio of -i to ¥?
12. Interest $50; rate 8

~

= --.

- - of-~ = g.

for 2 yea1·R 6 months; re-

quired the principal.

20 %of - -

=

$50.

lH. Rold a horse for $200, g-aining 2fi %; what was the
cost?
125 %of - - = $200.
14- . Bank discount $4.0; rate G ~f for t"'oycars: require d
face of notP.

12 %of - -

=

$40.

15. An agent reeeivcd $5.000 to expend in cotton niter
deducting his co mmisRion at 2 ~ ; required n.mt.
expended.

102 %of - -

=

$ci,OOO .
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The unity of the different subdivisions of arith metic may be seen' from
the following tabular view:

Multiplication is Reduction Descending, and Reduction
Descending is Multiplication.

4of 2

Multiplication .

l t wo

= --.

How man y units
Notation

=

2 ones , 4 of 2 = 4 or 2 o nes ,
o r 8 ones.

1 te n = 10 units , 2 tens = 2 or 10
11nitfi, nr 20 units.

in 2 tern~'!

Redu ction.

How m a ny fo111· l·l18
in 2 ?

1 nnit

Fractions,
Reduction.

How m a ny fou1·t ln;
in½ ?

1 unit = {,

Denominate Numbers,
Integ-<Wk .

Hq ,v many in ch cR 1 ft. = 12 in ., tl ft. = ll of 12 i n ., or 3H
in 3 feet?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i_n__· _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fractions,

Denominate Numb ers,
Fractions.

1

= {·, 2 unit s =

.

H ow mu.ny in(' hes 1 ft . = 12 in. ,
in J foot?

2 of¾, or f.

J 11ni t = ½of¾, or f .

S ft.= i of 1.2 in. , or Gin.

Division by the Divisor is Reduction Ascendmg, and
Reduction Ascending is Division by the Divisor.

Division by the Divisor.

Notation .

--of 2

=

8.

2 ones = 1 two, in 8 o n ef.C t here nrc 4
of 2 uncA, o r 4 t, ros .

Ho"" many tcnR in 10 nnitA = 1 ten , in 20 unih.: Lh cre arr2 or 20 uni tR , 01· 2 t,•1111.
20 units?

IIo,v mnn.v 11nitR
in !-"!

¾= 1 unit. in ; there are 2 oft:, o r 2

Denominate Nnmbers,
In teg;e r s.

How mn.ny feet in
aH incher.: '!

12 in. = 1 ft ., in il(i in. there arc 3 of

De nominate Numbers,

I-To"~ mnny feet in

12 inth Pfi

Fractions,
Rcllnction.

FractionR.

~

uu.ita.

l!! inChPR, 01' iJ j'eet,

= 1 ft., in l in ch there ifi ':I\
of 12 in ch es, or,'-, ft.

inch?

- - -- - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ -- -- - --N"OTE.- , \' hile in the fo rego ing Outline i t will be ohRen·ed t h at t he unity of t h e
various pro ceRses n,1Hl relntio n s is " ·ell prCRC'rvefl by 11 Aing t h e "·ord '' of ' ' in
.,;1H11c en.RCA wh ere "t im es" is ro mmon] y c• rnplo yc(l, it is not to b e u n<l cr Atooll
t hat t lii R Rc h oo l iR- co mmitte,l to thii,:.; ui-:;c
l.Je rni r:;ta k en for a n.1eth u d.

or

the pl'ep os il inn.

A cl e vier ifl no t to
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The unity of the s ubject may be still further seen from the fo llowing
compara tiYe view, w hich shows the correspondence in tlie terms used.
This a lso shows that t he concept-formi ng part of arithmetic is done
w hen the statements can be fi lled out with fractions or whole numbers,
and that the rem a ining part of the work is but applying new terms to
o ld ideas. The concept or form of t hought is essentia lly identical for a ll
of the terms in each of the three co lumns:
TERMS USED.

TOPI C.
2

lntegee .
Fraction.
Multiplic• tion .

Division .
Notation.

of

4

of

4

(o r 2 lours)

Multiplier.

Mult iplicuml.

Product .

(iuotient.

Divi so r.

Dividen d .

Digit.

10 or a power of 10.

" Tri tten Number.

Prices.

:>'u m um· of Art i- Price of eur h u 1·ticle. Price of ull t he a rticles.
cles.

M cnsurwtion .

:Number of unitR Nu m ber of sq. units

in A ltit ude.
Mcnsuro1tion.
Fractions.

Penccntago.
Profit and Loss.

Area,.

rep r esent.etl by b ase.
Cubical Co n ten ts.

'N umber of unHs N umber o f cubic mti b~

in Altit ude.

rep rescn ted by base.

Fraction.

~uml>cr.

Hute.

Ba se.

Percentage .

Guiu o r Lo ss ~-

Cost.

G ain or LosH.

Am o unt sold o r

Comm i:-:sHion.

Co mmi ssion .

Fractiona l p a.rt.

U, 11\ U llll t C.X!J Cnd c d.

Insurance.

Hate .

Amoun t lntilll"cll.

Tax es .

Hate.

Assessed Valuation.

.P r emium.

!

T a x.

Pre miu1n.

S toc ks .

Hate.

P a r Va lu e.

I
I

Exc hange .
Interest.

True Di scount.

Bank Discount.
Equation of Paym e nts.
Proportion.

Disco unt .

Divitlend.
A88 CSS m e n t.

Hate.

Face o f Draft.

HatelAHected
H11tc
by

Princi 11nl.

Iuterci.;t.

Present " ' ort h.

'rruc Di i:;cuun t.

R ate

Time.

l'rcmiun1 or Dis count.

Fut ure W orth .

Bank Disco u n t.

AYCl'H ge 'l'imc.

Sum of Pay ments.

Amonut foron e uni t
or Tim e.

rt u ti o.

Cu rn.;eq 11en t.

An tee eden t .
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DEPARTMENT OF ART,

DRAWING AND FORM STUDY.

Art education comprises not only the study of drawing, but the acquirement of a general knowledge of those principles, industries and
arts for which drawing is the most natural language. The educational
value of this subject is manifold; it teaches the eye to see and the hand
to execute; cultivates the habit of observation to a remarkable degree;
disciplines the memory, and trains the mind to compare and draw deductions from the comparison. The results of the study of this subject
in the direction of general culture are no less marked , and the refiningand elevating influence on the mind of an introduction to the world of
the beautiful as revealed in history, nature and art is incalculable. No
subject is more directly practical in the advantages it confrrs, and the
increasing number of our artisan population demands provision for industrial education in schemes of public instruction.
Education in art should be an outgrowth of industrial education. Between industry and art there is no absolute line of distinction, while
they have much in common. Both deal with form, oi1e with its practical and scientific, the other with its resthetic application, and these arc
so closely related that the periods of highest development in both have
always been contemporaneous. As a supplement to other subjects,
drawing would amply compensate for the time devoted to it, and in this
fact lies one of its chief advantages to students in a Normal School. As
a means for the expression of ideas, it is not less valuable than the
spoken language, and indeed certain classes of ideas can be accurately
expressed in no other way. As in written language, the idea is of the
first importance; the medium by which it is conveyed is a secondary
consideration.
During the entire course great stress is laid upon rapidity of execution,
this being considered not less important than accuracy. The course
includes:
Form Study from Models-Expression in clay modeling and drawing.
Orthographic Projection-Principles of Descriptive Geometry; application in making working drawings, and constructing objects from working drawings.
·
Perspective-Principles; application.
Design-Elementary principles.
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Free-hand Draw ing-O bject drawi ng in outline, with pencil, charcoal
and crayon; simple illustrative work especia ll y adapted to the use of
t eachers ; time sketching .
Light and Shade-Principles; appli catio n .
Methods of teaching Drawing in P ubli c Schools .
Lect un:s on Histo ric Ornament a nd Art.
MUSIC.

The meth od pu rs ued is t hat recog nized as t h e Holt met hod. The
training of the ear to hear, a nd the vocal 01·ga ns to produce the actua l
~•me as an object of perception in and of itself is t he aim of a ll d rill in
singing and voice cul ture .
Classes are thus taug ht that the staff a n d notes are symbo ls of something and of no value disassociated from that for w hich they were designed t o stand, v iz ., t he sound. Music is a daily exe rcise t hroug ho ut a
st udent's course.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE.

The various branches of natural science included in the co ur~e s o f
st udy may be seen by rcfcl't'ing to page 26.
The aim o f science instruction may be threefold: 1. To make specia lists. 2 . T o gain a know ledge of scie ntific method . 3. To impart to
a student the cu lture Yaluc o f sc ientifi c sludy.
In the Normal School, and schoo ls of general a cadem ic character, the
last should be constantly kept in view. The so ul-aw akening, tlte en larged lite a nd inspiration poss ible from acqua intance with new a nd
larger fields of t h ought is t he opportunity of t he te~c her a nd the test o f
go od teaching. Nothing less o ught to meet the deniands of a n intelligent public sent im ent.
Ilut the No rm a l School mu s t do more. It must g ive to its pupils a
keen apprecia tion of the term-" The Melhod s of J\1odern Science," a
term when understood from its hi storical a nd psychologica l side crnbodying the m ost valuable pa rt of t rue scientific pedagogy; fo r the
No rm a l Sch ool is built u pon t he foundat ion of Socrates a nd Bacon, rather than of Newton or ·w att. To accomplish the p u rpose for ·which it
w as esta blished it shotlld ad d to a ll academic work the feature of inqui-
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ry into the mental processes involved in learning . These are nowhere so
plainly shown as in the various branches of m odern science. The work
of the school therefore is made typical in this department. The student
is given the instrument of scientific study, viz. , methcds as well as the
results, viz., scientific information.
"Light-bringing, not fruit-bringing experiments arc first to J-:e sought
for."-Bacon's Novum Orga11011.
"Nature is not conquered save by obedience."-Jhic/.
"Men should bid themselves for awhile renounce conceptions, and begin:to make acquaintance with things themselves."-Jbic/.
"And so let there be (and may each party have every blessing and
happiness therein) two sources, two distributions of learning; and similarly two tribes, and, as it were, two kindred races of contemplators
and philosophers; and let these be in no way hostile and estranged from
one another, but joined in alliance of mutual assistance; in a word , let
there be o ne way of cultivating the sciences, another of discovering them.
And we pray that they who find the former the more pleasant and acceptable on account of their eagerness, or the requirements of civil liie,
or because through infirmity of mind they cannot understa nd a nd embrace the second (which must necessarily happen to far t he greatest
number ,of men) may succeed happily and as. they desire in what they
undertake, and attain to that which they pursue. lf, fnrthcrn10rc, any
man desire and care not merely to cling to discovery and make use of it ,
but to penetrate beyond; and to overcome, not an adversa ry in disputation, but nature in production; if fin a lly he desires not to produce fine
probabilities, but certain dem o nstrative kn ow ledge; let him , as a true
son of the sciences, join himself to us if it shall seem good to him ; that
so having left the outer courts of nature, which unmbers infinite ha Y e
trodden, there may be opened to him at last an approach to her secret
chambers. And that we may be the better understood , aml that what
we mean may appear more familiarly through the giving definite na mes,
we are wont to call the one system or method tbe Anticipation of Nature, and the other, the Interpretation of Nature. " -Ibid.

GEOGRAPHY,

Geography is a science. As such the order of presentation of topics
must be the order of dependence. The causes treated ofin Mathematicul
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and Physical Geography arc followed by their corresponding effects in
Political Geography. The former being known, the latter is a recognition o f results . The oft repeated recogniti on from the multiplicatio n of
instances fixes in the m emory the first law learned. T a ught without the
identification of an underly ing principle eve ry new fact dem a nd s a fresh
exertion of the mem ory, until the mcmo1-y overburd e11ed with discon nected details refuses to retain them and geogr a ph y is granted to be a
subject_ learned to be forgotten .
The conditioning causes o f Political Geography must be the objective
point in Physical Geography a nd these culminate in climate. This determines the essential m atter to be ta nght in a subj ect of infini te details.
With a point to b e attained , the clangers of being enticed into a multi tude of byways is averted.
Home geography is first taught the child. His pe1-ceptive faculties me
trained in sun-otmding objects and physical phenomena. The facts
thus obtained furnish material for the representative and elaborative
faculties de veloped in the s tudy of geogrnphy as a science.
Elementary ideas of form, size, p ositi on a nd direction are ta ug ht .
Anim a ls , minera ls an d vegetable production, sun , clouds, wind, rain
furnish obj ect lessons. Island s, capes, pe,ninsulas, all geogntp hica l term s
are illustr ated in cvc,·y neighborho od . Th e streets a nd buildings a re
obsen-ed a nd drawn o n paper, introducing t he child to t he la nguage of a
map.
Geogra phy as a scie nce is begun with t he st udy of the eart h as a
whole, as no correct mental pi ct u1;e of a pa rt can be fo rm ed off from t he
earth . lls rnalhematical featu res, ax is, poles, equ ato r, seasons , pol ar
circles, tropics, zo nes , m erid ians, lat it ud e a nd lo ng itud e are fo ll o wed by
t he physical featu res, as oceans, ho rizontal a ttd vertical reli ef fon:11 ~,
ocean currents a nd wind belts, the determining ca uses of clim ale, dislributi o n of vegetable and anima l life as determin ed by climate . The par t ·
t hat m a n plays a s r eco rded in Political Geography is the necessary co nsequence of a ll the foregoi ng . T hi s is so far recog ni zed that Co us in, c ,·en
in hi s H isto,·y of Mental Philosop hy, says t he foundation o f menta l science lies in the physical features of the co unt ry. The name of t he mountain is of li ttle worth to a student; it is its effect upon man's occupat io n ,
hi s intercourse, his character. His not t he name ofa river a nd Lhe cxaci
point where it t a kes its beginning; it is its use to m an . It is not the
mere location of a city, as if it w ere o nl y accide ntal , but what detennin ed
its grow th . Geography is n ot shut w ithin the pasteboard covers of a
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single work. It is to be- studied from the newspaper, the magazine,
books of travel and from general literature. South America is not the
parti-colored map, right hand page, ten by twelve inches, it is a vast
country to the south of us with its lofty mountains and large rivers, and
to that the mind should turn. The Rio coffee served on the breakfast
table is none other tha n the lea ding product of Brazil. The child ren's
shoes may have been made of the hides exported from Angostura. Geography is a living subject a nd in t his ageo fcommercialintercoursewith
every country material is a lways at ha nd with which t o impress upon
the child the reality of the facts learned .
METHODS IN GEOGRAPHY.

To gain this broader outlook of geography, to see it in its entirety, its
unity, to see the relation of its parts, to recognize the essential and nonessential, to obtain command of the material that can be utilized, to
acquire skill in the use of the means experience has proved to be valu able in teaching the subject, constitutes the w ork in Methods in Geography.

GENE~AL lNF!O~MATJ.1ION.
LOCATION,

The school is located in the city of St. Cloud, county seat
of Stearns county, seventy-five miles above St. Paul. The
city lies upon both the east and west banks of the Mississippi
river. It is the center of a net-work of railroads, giving it
communication with all parts of the state. The Northern
Pacific and the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railroads
bring students direct to the city from all points within the
va.st territory covered by their tracks. St. Cloud is a rapidly growing city, with a prese nt population of about ten
thousand. It affords to all students good opportunities in
literary, social and religious culture--all of the leading
christian denominations having houses of worship here.
It is one of the most beautiful and healthful cities in the state.

HISTORY,

This school ,vas opened in September, 1869, in the hotel
building known as the Stearns House. After the completion of th e presei1t spacious and beautiful structure in I 87 5,
the old building was used as a Ladies' Home. 'During the
twenty years of its existence it has graduated three hundred
and eighty-nine students, who have returnecl to the state, on
an average, two and a half times th e service they pledged
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themselves to render. Many of them ha ve made teaching
their life work. Their constantly widening experience enables them to make their labors mor~ and more valuable to
the slate in raising the standard of its schools.
In adclit10n to these, se\'eral thousand young persons ha\'e
taken a partial course of training here, all of whom were
thereby better qualill ecl for the work of th e sc hool room,
many , indeed, receiving such an impetus as to place them
in the ran ks of th e best teachers.

OBJECT AND PLANS OF THE SCHOOL.

The object of the school is to train teach ers for the public
schools of the state. The course of st-ud y and all the work ·
of th e daily program are arranged with this end in view.
Because of th e strict adherence to this plan, no effort 1s
mad e to secure students for the Academic Course alone, for,
while such are admitted as tuition students, no impression is
allowed to prevail that this is not strictiy a teachers' school
for teachers.
THE BUILDING,

The building occupied by this school 1s built of cream
colored brick, and in its convenience and furnishing is believed to be second to none in the Northwest.
Situated
upon the high bluff overlooking the Mississippi river, the
location is no less beautiful than healthful. The whole
building is heated hy steam and has a thorough system of
ventilation.
The entire first story has been finished and
furnished for the Model Department.
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APPARATUS,

The collection oE apparatus in the school is large and of
the finest quality.
PHYSICS.

This departm ent includes a complete set of apparatus,
sufficient for all subj ects in the course, containing a large
air-pump, an electric machine, a whirling-table with its accessories, a fine spec troscope, large prisms, mirrors and
lenses, a steam engine, a sonometer, a Ruhmkorff's coil,
capable of giving a five-inch spark, a plunge battery, a fiftycell Bunsen battery, an elect ric motor, suction and force
pumps, a specifi c gravity apparatus, an aneroid barometer,
a Hero's fountain, a full ~et of induction apparatus, an electric light, Geissler tubes, a dissolving view stereopticon with
some four hundred fine views on scientific and other subjects, a solar microscope with a full se t of slides, and many
other pieces, making one of the finest collections in the
state. The apparatus is protected by beautiful hardwood
c:ts~3, an:! is m,td ~ me of daily in illustration of the lessons
in the class room. Many pieces of apparatus were ordered
direct from Europe.
CHEMISTRY.

This im;)or tant subj ec t, including both the elements and
qualitative analysis, is taught by a combination of class work
and laboratory practice. The student during the afternoon
of each day p e1:forms all ef tlte exp eriments .for himseif in
the laboratory-on th e following morning in the class room
he reports upon hi s resea rches, and aided by teacher, text
book and classmates, he co1-rects his judgments and prepares for the expe rimental ,vork of the afternoon.
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The intrinsic Yalue of much ,vork done by a pupil in selfexperimentation is totally destroyed by telling him beforehand ef the results ef his experiment, tlms robbing Mm entirely ef the stimulating pleasure ef dz"seovery. This fatal
error is studiously avoided.
All needed appliances for illustration and individual experiment are furnished free of charge.
PHYSIOLOGY.

The instruction in this subject, with its allied subjects of
hygiene and anatomy, is illustrated by means of personal
dissections by the class in the laboratory, with skeletons,
plaster casts, models, charts and a superior MANIKIN.
Th e manikin was purchased in Paris, and is as fine a one
as can be had in Europe. It is one of Azoux's, being a
complete model of th e human body in correct proportion
and natural color, showing by a minute dissection every
important muscle, nerve, blood-vessel and organ of the system. More than 2,000 details of anatomy are shown. It is
a marvelous piece of scientific mechanism. A week's study
with it is worth a term ,vithout it.
Special stress is laid upon th e teaching of the effects of
stimulants and narcotics, in accordance with th e recent law
upon this subject.
GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

A carefully selected cabinet of several thousand specimens
furnishes a basis for a presentation of these subjects. In
these, as in all other branches, the principle that wl1at a student docs .for himseif is the only real education, is carri ed out.
A thorough examination of specimens by the student is a
necessary preparation for every lesso n.
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NATURAL HISTORY.

The two departments of Botany and Zoology are well
supplied with specimens and appliances. A large botanical
case, with two hundred apartments, has been recently added.
The school is now in shape to receive and exchange specimens. It is hoped that the c1lumni and students will do their
share in building up this important department.

LIBRARY,

A library of several thousand volume s is open to the
school. A full supply of the standard r efere nce books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, gazetteers, etc., furnishes all needed
information upon subj ects discussed in the class room.
_A library of text books upon all subjects is open to the
students, where th ey find help in examining the various
methods presented by our standard text book authors in the
different branches.
The school has been designated as a Depository of Public Documents, and now has upon its shelves 800 volumes
from the Government Printing Office, many of them of
great value. These are open to the public for consultation
at any time during the day from 8.30 A. M. to 4.00 P. M.

READING ROOM,

The Reading Room has been titted up by the Students'
Literary Society with a carpet and chandeliers.
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Both it and the Library are open daily to students during
all hours of the day when they are not required to attend to
the duties of the school.

BOARDING,

The Ladies Home, finished during th e early fall of 1885,
is an invaluable adjunct to the school. It affords th e best
accommodations to seventy-five young ladies, and can furnish clay-board to fifty more, ladies or gentlemen. The
nearness of the Home to the school mak es it peculiarly desirable during the winter months, saving a long walk
through the cold and snow.
The building is a credit to the state and a monument to
the wisdom and foresight of the Legislature. It is built of
cream-colored brick, three stories in height, 105 feet iq
length and 65 feet in depth, in th e form of an L. The first
floor is occupied by the Matron's apartments, parlors, gentlemen's ,vaiting room , dining hall and kitchen - the two
upper floors by the sleeping rooms a ncl bath rooms. In th e
basement are six Ruttan furnaces, 1.he laundry, cellar and
janitor's rooms. The upper floor s a re ·connected by broad,
gently-sloping stairways, each one relie ,· ed by a landing.
Th ~ rooms are high and airy, the halls ample and welllighted.
The building is heated and ventilated by the Ruttan system . All the rooms are kept at a uniform temperature of
68 to 70 degre es, aud all if tl1c air in eac/1 room is cluwged
as iftw as every 20 miuutcs. Th e Home is lighted with
gas and suppli ed "vith eve ry convenie nc e of the best modern
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hom es. Large bath rooms for the use of students, with
hot and cold water, are within easy access from all the
rooms. The building is supplied with water from the city
water mains, which insures protection in case of fire, while
the most approved fire-escapes, three in number, are attached at convenient places.
The furnace-heating and gas-lighting do away with all
fires on the floors of the Home, rendering the building practically fire proof.
The comfort and convenience of the young ladies at the
Home has been made a matter of lm1g and careful study,
and it can be confidently said that it affords to those so fortunate as to bo;ird there all the pl easure s of a home with
none of the discomforts of a boarding house.
The house is furni shed throughout with carpets and
substantial furniture.
Rooms for students are supplied witl1 table, chairs, carpets, bedstead, springs, mattresses, pillows, bureau, washstand, wash-bowl and pitcher, window shades, and gaslamps with shades, and every room has a closet.
Students will provide their own napkins, towels, pillowcases, one pair of sheets, woolen blanket, comfortable and
spread. Each young lady is requested to bring a waterproof cloak, umbrella and pair of rubbers.
Euch student is expected lo do one-h alf hour's work each
clay under the direction of the Matron. This work is light
house,vork- ncver including _washing or scrubbing.
The most careful attention is given to all the customs of
a refined horne--the young ladies being taught, both hy
precept and example, those refinem ents of manner which
mark the cultivated belies of society. Insasmuch as all true
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courtesy and culture spring from th e Golden Rule, much
emphasis is placed upon the importance of governing all
actions upon th e principle of right and charity. Th e Home,
as a Christian household, is thus kept fre e from the gossip
and personalities which hav e th eir root in selfishness.
The table is supplied with an abundance of well-cooked
food and in ample variety. Th e bill of fare is equal to that
upon the tables of th e best families in th e city. The testimony of the students in the past may be appealed to upon
this matter--th eir unanimous verdict being one of complet~
satisfaction.
. Such rates of boarding as thi s school offers, it is firml y
believed, cannot be excelled by any . other school in the
country.
Th e price per week, including furnished room, light, fuel,
board, use of laundry, bath rooms, and all the conveniences
of th e Hom e, is only THREE Dor.LARS, payable monthly in
advance. When this amount is compared with th e expenses
of other Boarding Halls for young ladi es, it will be seen to
be from fifty cents to seven dollars less per week than is
usually ch arged elsewhere.
While most of the washing-is cl one by stea m laundri es in
th e city, a limited amount may he done by the young ladies
in the Home laundry. All of the ironin g may be don e by
the students if th ey so desire. ·wash in g costs 25 cents per
dozen for th e young lad ies boarding nt th e Home.
Preference in clwice if rooms 1~1"/l be /,ri1_1eu iu the order ef
application. Those desiring rooms should th e refo re apply
early.
Board can be secured in private familie s at fro m $3.50
to $5.00 per week.
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS,

Students compelled by necessity (uo others slwuld thiuk
may secure rooms for self-boarding at moderate rates.
Particular attention is called to the following points:

ef it)

Students who do not board at home are expected to
consult the President before selecting boarding places.
I.

z. Pupils will not be allowed to board at places not approved by the Faculty of the school.
3. Ladies and gentlemen will not be allowed to board in
the ~ame family. This rule shall apply equally where the
house is occupied by two or more families.

4- Permission must be obtained in every case where pupils desire to board in families where boarders arc taken
who are not connected with the school.
5. Brothers and sisters will be allowed to board in the
same house, provided no other boarders are received into
the house.
6. Students will not be expected to change their boarding
places without consulting some member of the Faculty.
7. Every means will be taken to secure suitable boarding
places for such students as desire this service, and families
in which students board will be encouraged to report the
least departure from perfectly ladylike and gentlemanly
conduct.
8. Pupils may receive calls on Friday evenings from 6 to
9 o'clock, and on other days before study hours.
It is presumed that every student will see in these regulations the expressed judgment of responsible authority, and
will heartily comply with not only their letter, but their
spirit as well.
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YOUNG MEN.

An arrangement has been made to furnish to young men
equally good facilities for board. A large new house, well
furnished, warm and convenient to the school has been secured for the purpose. Every comfort of home life will be
found here, and nothing will be allowed which is not in
harmony with the aims of the school. The manag·e ment
will be upon th e same general plan as at the Ladies Home,
except that the young men will do no dai ly ,vork, and they
will be required to furnish nothing. The very low rate of
$3.50 a week will make it possible for those of limited
means to avoid the inconv eniences of self-boarding. Applications should be made early.
The building will be known as "The Young Men's Hall."

SIGNAL SERVICE WORK,

The school is now in connection with the State Department of the United States Signal Service Bureau. This
work will be made tributary to the class instruction in science, thus giving the pupils a practical familiarity with one
of the most important branches of modern scie ntific resea rch.
vVhen it is r e membered that 88 per cent of all the predictions of the Signal Sen-ice Bureau are fulfilled, and tlrnt the
great commercial, indu strial and agricultural enterprises are
profoundly affected by them, nothing further need be said
upon the advantages of a practical knowledge of the subject of meteorology.
Being in connection \<vith the entire
department, the school will receive th e res ult s of the obseryations from the other signal sta tion s.
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Daily telegraphic reports are received from Washington
and the signal flag s are displayed both at the school and
from the Grand Central Hotel in the city.

ATTENDANCE AT CHURCH,

It is expected that each student will choose a church
home upon coming here, which shall meet with the approval of his parents, and that h e will regularly attend upon its
stated services.

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS,

The national college work of the Y . M. C. A. is represented by organized branches among both the young ladies
and gentlemen.
These societies have done great good.
They have been a very efficient help in maintaining that
high and pure standard of moral culture so essential among
students who are to be teachers. Each society holds its
meetings once a week regularly. In addition to these, the
societies have done well in caring for many interests which
have reference to the growth of Christian manhood and
womanhood; such as the missionary work of the Christian
church, works of benevolence and charity, Sunday afternoon classes for Bible study, etc.

HOW TO REACH THE SCHOOL,

It south of St. Paul or Minneapolis buy your ticket to
either one of these cities, and there purchase, over either the

So
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Northern Pacific or Manitoba road, a ticket to St. Cloud.
Upon reaching the station take an omnibus and tell th e
driver to carry you to either the Ladies Home or to the
school. The buildings are but a few rods apart. Pay th e
driver twenty-five cents for your ride and give him your
check for baggage with an order to take it to your boarding place. This will cost you twenty-five cents more. Report directly to the President at his office.

ALUMNI .ASSOCIATION.

During the last year there has been a decided awakening
among the alumni of the institution. At the last annual
meeting a Correspondence Bureau was created and Miss
Mary E. Laing, of the faculty, was made Secretary. A
circular letter was issued early in the year asking for a biographical sketch of each alumnus since his graduation. A
very general response came, the result being an invaluable
series of facts and reminiscences. The material has all
been carefully filed and a complete roster of names recorded.
The books and letters are open to all members of the association. Many of the graduates hm·e shown the greatest
interest in looking over the letters from old associates, renewing old memories, memories among the dearest of any
formed in life.
This year closed the twentieth in the school's history.
At the close of the twenty-fifth, it is proposed to give a
complete r esume of the work of the school, especially the
lite it has lived in its children, the alumni. Let every member of the association resolve to contribute so mething to
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that occasion; first and most important of all resolve to be
present in person. Any communication sent to "The Secretary of the Correspondence Bureau," State . Normal
School, St. Cloud, Minn., will reach the Bureau.
It is hoped tha~ the Bureau may become a kind of
employment and information agency between members
of the association and school boards or others desiring experienced and able teachers.
Already it has served this
purpose well. If all ar~ loyal to the interests of the fraternity, there is no reason to doubt the great value ofthe plan.
Every year increases the numbers and dignity of the
association.
The following are the officers foi· 1889- 90:

J-l.

President-EUGENE s. FOOTE .
Vice-Presidents-MR S. C. B. ADLEY , C. L. ATW OOD .
Corresponding Secretary-JOHN C. BOEHM .
Recording Secret a r y-Miss ADA L OCKE .
Treasurer-Miss EsTELLA MYERS.
Executive Co mmittee-Miss OLIVE LEAVITT, MRS. G . Vii . STEWART,
A.. ATWOOD.
Sec1·etary of the Con-espondence Rureau-C. W . G. HvnE .

GENERAL REMARKS,

It is to b e hoped that County Superintendents, and other
friends of th e Norm;:il School, will be ready to advise those
who are earn estly striving to make themselves good teachers to enter some of th e departments of th e school.
It
may al so, in all kindness, be suggested that none be recommended who ar e not physically, mentally and morally fitted
for the profession . The fact that a candidat e has failed at
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an examination 1s, alone, hardly evidence that he should
come to the Normal Sc ho€>!. While it is our aim, by faithful effort, to fit our -pupils for the work of teaching, even
here we cannot work miracles, and there are those whom
no amount of instruction and no thoroughness of training
can make good teachers.
County Superintendents and all friends of education are
earnestly invited to visit and inspect the workings of this
school, and by their criticisms, suggestions and co-operati'on
aid us in supplying the schools of the state with better
trained teachers.
Address letters of inquiry and requests for catalogues to
the President,
THOMAS J. GRAY,
St. Cloud, Minnesota.
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